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MSU regents, faculty discuss search
Tuesday, February 27, 2001

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The faculty at Murray State
University want to be heard.
The university's board of regents
wants to listen.
That was the scenario that played
out Monday afternoon in the MSU
Curris Center Theatre as five of
the regents met with faculty from
the colleges of business and pub-

Discussion meetings will also
be held with MSU personnel in
Paducah, Henderson, Madisonville
and Hopkinsville March 12.
The regents, who will also serve
as the presidential search committee, began the search for a new
president earlier this month after
current MSU President Dr. Kern
Alexander announced he would
retire June 30. Alexander was hired

lic affairs and education to discuss the criteria that will be used
to select the university's next president.
The meeting was the first of three
discussion sessions that will be
held this week with MSU faculty. Regents will meet with the
MSU Staff Congress Thursday and
with the university's student government association March 14.

at the university in 1994.
According to board of regents
chair Sid Easley, who is also serving as head of the search committee, an advertisement seeking
applicants to fill Alexander's position will be placed in the Chronicle of Higher Education March
9.
"The (job) description in the
Chronicle is very generic," Easley

said Monday. "I don't want anybody to think we're rushing into
this at all, but we wanted to get
started in a hurry."
Easley said he hopes to have
a new president hired by July 1
of this year. He said the board
has not even discussed the possibility of using an interim president.
"It's my feeling that an inter-

im is not good," Easlev said.
"There's just a lot of issues an
interim can't handle."
The issue that seemed to be on
most faculty members' minds Monday was whether or not the new
president would direct the university toward more of an. academic.
and less revenue-generated. focus.

• See Page 2

New spraying trends
tou herbicide meetin
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Calloway County farmers gathered Monday night
to discuss new trends in herbicide spraying, including hot topics like fall treatments.
Dr. Jim Martin, University of Kentucky weed specialist and featured speaker for the night, noted that
the herbicide market was not developing new products at a great pace, but in turn, weed resistance
had yet to demand it.
Martin said companies are "gradually slowing down"
on progress in new corn herbicides, but that there
were still a few new formulations farmers should be
aware of before making their herbicide purchases.
Balance Pro, he said, has changed its formulation, and has seen success against the "really tough

weeds." The new mix has been widely used north
of Kentucky, but hasn't yet seen extensive use in
the Purchase Area.
Martin noted Degree and Degree Xtra, which have
a formulation similar to other Monsanto products.
as well as Syngenta products, releases its active
ingredient over time, which can produce good results
for farmers looking for extended weed protection.
"We've tried this out at the farm in Princeton,
and I'll be honest with you," he said. "It shined a
little better than some competitors. Based on last
year's observations, it looks reasonably good."
For soybeans. Martin noted that even fewer prod-

II See Page 2

Patton meets with
Bush, other governors
BERNARD KANELedger & Times photo

Robert Olson looks over the plans for the amphitheater Monday night at the parks
board's special meeting.

Parks board prepares
materials for grant
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
With all the pieces now in place,
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board is preparing to submit a grant application to Frankfort this week.
If approved, the grant will provide $75,000 for the park system's use.
As part of the application
process, the board heard input from
the community on the projects
for the Land and Water Conservation Fund. Projects for the fund

ting it moving along."
While the chances of receiving the grant are not certain.
Elias was confident that the park
would be able to see the grant
through in the near future.
"If we don't get funded this
year, we'll move up in priority
the next year or two," Elias said.
"That's how it works. If you
don't get the funds, you become
more of a priority for the next
year."

total $150,000, half of which
would be provided by the LWCF
if the park system is selected for
the grant.
The other half, which must be
provided in matching funds, will
come from $50,000 in park system funding and $25,000 from
the Rotary Club. The Rotary
Club's portion will go toward the
construction of the amphitheater.
"It's the first project on our
list," said City Administrator Don
Elias. "We're very grateful to the
Rotary Club for their help in get-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Gov. Paul Patton was
enthusiastic Monday about President Bush's plan to
boost education spending but expressed concern about
the administration's proposed tax cut.
Kentucky's Democratic governor was in the nation's
capital for an annual meeting of the National Governors' Association. He and other governors met with
Bush Monday, an Patton said the president reiterated his plan to boost education spending by 11.5
percent.
"That was the most optimistic thing that I got
out of the meeting," Patton said.
The Kentucky governor appeared less enamored
with Bush's proposed 10-year $1.6 trillion tax cut.
"He emphasized that it was based on conservative estimations of what will happen in the future,
although I still remain skeptical about predicting
what kind of a shape the economy of the nation
will be in 10 years from now," Patton said. "That
concerns me."
Patton said he was worried Bush's tax proposal

would affect federal programs that benefit KLittu,I,
ians. He noted Kentucky is a recipient state, meaning it receives more federal dollars than it sends
back to Washington in taxes.
"... Being a state that needs a lot of help from
our fellow neighbors throughout the country. we
could stand to be hurt if there isn't enough money
to fund our Medicaid program, if there isn't enough
money for Medicare," he said.
The governors are expected to vote Tuesday in
support of radically changing the Medicaid program.
which provides health insurance for the poorest
Americans.
Patton said he is likely to back the effort, which
would give states more flexibility in spending Medicaid dollars. The plan would guarantee comprehensive benefits for the poorest families but allow states
to offer a more modest package of benefits to people with higher incomes who may be uninsured.

•See Page 2
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House votes to improve benefits
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
House voted Monday to improve
retirement benefits for state and
local government workers, expanding a bill that started out to assist
families of public employees killed
on the job.
With little comment, the House
accepted a proposal by Speaker Jody
Richards to change the calculation
to determine retirement benefits
for state and local government
employees, excluding schoolteachers.
The proposal, one of the most
sought-after initiatives of public
employees, would base retirement
benefits on the highest three years
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of pay for retiring employees rather
than the current high five.
The initiative has lingered around
the General Assembly for many
years. Richards, D-Bowling Green,
said the difference this year is a
plan to actually pay for the increased
benefits without financially damaging the retirement systems for
state and local government workers.
Public employees can essentially "buy" time toward retirement
in many instances, such as past
military service. Those purchases
are usually based on formulas that
often do not take into account the
actual cost.

Richards said future purchases
of retirement time would have to
be at the full actuarial cost, which
should generate enough money to
finance a "high three" retirement
program. Anyone who has already
purchased time or does so until
the bill becomes law would still
be able to pay other rates.
Richards, an all-but-announced
candidate for governor in 2003,
said his initiative has nothing to
do with his political ambitions,
though he acknowledged this was
the first such amendment he has
sponsored this session. State
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MEASURING UP...Murray School System maintenance director Gordon Burris works
with Calloway County Middle School eighth-grader Eric George to measure the area
In which the new baseball bleachers will go on Ty Holland Field Monday afternoon
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Poll: Tax plan should be • House ...
From Page 1
smaller, more targeted
employees are considered an important voting bloc.
The bill passed 91-1 and now
advances to the Senate.
The original bill, sponsored by
Rep. James Corner, R-Tompkinsville, stemmed from the shooting death of Fred Capps, the commonwealth's attorney for Adair,
Casey, Cumberland and Monroe
counties.
About one in five Americans said
Capps was gunned down in his
the top priority for the federal sur- house in Burkesville last June by
plus should be tax cuts, about the an accused child sex abuser whom
same as said that about Social Capps was to put on trial that
Security and slightly more than
day. Capps was able to kill his
said that about reducing the debt. assailant in the shootout.
A third said the money should be
Under the bill, survivors of pubspent on domestic programs such
lic employees killed in the line of
as education and health care.
duty would be compensated as if
the employee had been in the
Just over half, 55 percent, said
state's "hazardous duty" retirement
they approve of the way Bush is
which covers police offisystem,
handling the job of president, comothers.
among
cers,
pared with 59 percent who gave
spouse would have a choice
The
a positive rating to former Presiof benefits, one of which would
dent Clinton. Bush's approval ratbe a $10,000 lump sum payment
ing also is a bit lower than the
an allowance equal to a quarand
endorsement granted most new
ter of the public employee's monthpresidents over the last 50 years.
ly salary as long as he or she
was single.
The employee's children would
• ••
get a 10 percent monthly allowance
just a little bit to help hold that
until age 18. The children also
From Page 1
soil together," Martin said. "That'll
would receive free tuition at any
bite you if you don't stay on top state university, community colucts were available.
lege or vocational school.
"Roundup has really quieted this of it."
The mid-season treatment was
The bill — House Bill 278 —
market down," he said. "But we
don't really want to talk about another topic addressed by Mar- would cover the Capps family
Roundup tonight, do we?" Martin tin. How high can those weeds
was referring to the high premi- get, he asked, and not cost you
um cost of Roundup, which for in soybean yield? A study done
many farmers is cost prohibitive. at the Princeton farm showed staA relatively new trend in her- tistics on the costs of waiting too
From Page 1
bicide treatment has been fall appli- long to start the treatment.
"At three to nine inches tall,
cations, where herbicide is applied
"We need someone who is very
to the fields in the fall to try to you're going to see good weed
interested in the academic entereliminate spring burndown. when control and good soybean yield,"
prise here," said Winfield Rose, prothe weeds are initially cleared out he said. "Applications past nine
fessor of political science. "I see
inches caused yield reduction at
for the farming season.
this as an academic institution
"This approach creates a small 10 percent of our sites, and appliwhere primary emphasis needs to
line of what we call 'stale seedbed cations past 12 to 24 inch weeds
on teaching and learning. I
be
effect,— he said. "That acts as a caused reduction at 22 percent of
what has bothered me the
think
barrier against weeds popping sites."
years is I have seen a
few
last
He added that the best time to
through the surface. But whenevemphasis in that area from
of
lack
er you break that surface, whether apply would typically be four to
(Alexander)."
by tilling or whatever, you'll see six weeks after planting, but that
A survey was passed out to the
was contingent on weather and weed
weeds pop up."
in attendance, asking them
faculty
the
herThe farmers in attendance agreed species. In dry' weather,
place percentage values on how
that Princep was the principal fall bicide tends to be less effective, to
time and effort a president
much
treatment used in Calloway Coun- and if a weed like cocklebur has
spend on internal and extershould
ty, which Martin was glad to hear. taken hold in the field, "it can
nal issues, including educational
out."
yield
choke
a
really
"I'd heard about Princep being
involvement with
The night ended on a sour note, program planning,
used, but I wasn't sure how wideand fund-raising
government
state
spread it was," he said. "It's good however, when Martin heard comefforts.
to hear that you're having good plaints that farmers were facing a
"When we went through the
results."
strain of ALS and atrazine resistsearch for a provost, we had someOne pointed question did arise ant smooth pigweed in Calloway
thing in mind like these questions,
,however. Is it safe to plant soy- County. So far, smooth pigweed
where the president would be
beans on fall-treated land?
has been confirmed to be ALS
in more external activiinvolved
"I suspect you probably could resistant: but while hybrid resistand the provost would be
ties,
plant soybeans in that," he said. ance with atrazine has been
charge of internal activi"It's something that's been done." rumored, it hasn't been confirmed. more in
ties," said Mark Wattier, professor
He added that much depended on
Martin recommended Prowl,
of political science.
the time used. Four weeks after which "is not a bad product for
"President Alexander's presispraying, he said, "it's essentially pigweed, but if it's dry, it may
dency was sort of a mixed presgone."
not work." If that doesn't work,
idency where he took part in a
The main drawback to the fall Flextar would turn out to "be your
great deal of both internal and
treatment has been soil erosion.
best shot," he said, "if you aren't external activities."
"Even the smallest weeds do going to use Roundup
Wattier praised Alexander for
his ability to juggle both internal
and external responsibilities, especially at the level of state government.
Murray State University Campus Police
"If you look at President Alexan• Justin Hull, a freshman MSU student from Monticello. is listed in
der, he not only had academic crecritical condition at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah with a gunshot wound
dentials, but he also had a knowlthat is believed to be self-inflicted. The incident occurred at about 5:30
edge of the political workings of
a.m. Sunday in Elizabeth College.
the state," he said. "That's why
Murray Police Department
he was so successful."
• Two male and one female juveniles were arrested Monday for one
The regents in attendance, howcount of possession of marijuana each after drug dog searches were conever, expressed concern over
ducted at Murray High School. Marijuana was found in the MHS parking
whether they will be able to find
lot by the dogs, which resulted in the three arrests.
someone with Alexander's credenWASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is trying to sell Congress on his budget that includes
a $1.6 trillion tax cut over 10
years, but he hasn't yet sold the
American people on the acrossthe-board tax cut, a new poll suggests.
More than half in the poll say
they would prefer a smaller tax
cut targeted to middle-income and
lower-income people to the acrossthe-board tax cut.
The ABC News-Washington Post
poll released Monday night said
just over four in 10 prefer the
large, across-the-board tax cut
approach.
When they were asked who
would mainly benefit from the
Bush tax plan, about half said
upper income, while a third said
all would benefit equally. The
remainder said lower income, middle income or had no opinion on
the question.
People were evenly split on
whether the $1.6 trillion tax cut
proposed by Bush would leave

enough money to keep the federal budget balanced and provide
enough money for programs such
as Social Security, education and
health care.
The president will use an address
Tuesday night to a joint session
of Congress to introduce his budget plan, which includes the acrossthe-board tax cut.

• Spraying
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Brad Steele, Murray-Calloway Parks Board director, examines
grant materials at Monday night's meeting.

• Grant • • •
From Page 1
Another top priority is replacing the Chestnut Street pavilion.
The pavilion's foundation has been
crumbling, causing a safety hazard for users of the pavilion. Parks
Director Brad Steele said that about
$30,000 would be required to
rebuild the pavilion, and an additional $8.000 was placed in the
category for an additional one.
Irrigation and seeding for the
soccer field has been another priority. The field will be seeded at
$900 per acre over 14 acres, and
irrigation will cost around $16,000.
Other expenditures included
playground structures, for which
$14,000 is allotted and signage
around the park. particularly at
Bee Creek. at $3.400.
Two items came up for funding during discussion: police bike
patrols and the swimming pool.
Steele said the patrols were the
i)1. overtime grant programs,
rc

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
EVENING
Pick 3:
5-0-2
Pick 4:
7-6-1-5
Cash 5:
4-9-21-24-27

MIDDAY
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0-9-9
Pick 4:
9-6-7-4

and that those grants could not be
received every year.
In regard to the pool. Steele
said the problem was simple - the
grant money available just wasn't
enough to complete the project.
"Basically, we didn't have the
money to put forth building a new
one," he said. "The project has to
see its way through in a two-year
time period, and we couldn't guarantee that would happen. But everything was running good when we
shut down the pool this year. so
I'm confident that it's still in good
working order.-

•Patton

• ••

From Page 1
Patton also said he met with
Energy Secretary Spence Abraham
and urged him not to cut funding
for en% ironmental cleanup projects
at the uranium enrichment plant
in Paducah. Last year, Congress
appropriated $78 million for that
purpose.
"He said he was aware of the
situation and didn't make a particular comment as to exactly what
the budget would hold for that
cleanup.- Patton said.
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tials.
"We're really concerned about
the pool," said regent Don Sparks.
"We don't know what we're going
to get."
While mainly focusing on the .
attributes the new president must
possess, concerns about how the
search is being conducted once
again rose to the surface.
"I would argue that you are
repeating an earlier mistake by making the board the search committee," Rose told Easley. "A search
committee with one faculty mem- •
ber is not going to be well-received
at other institutions where they
read about this. I think people that
may be well-qualified may back ,
away because of this."
The board also served as its
own search committee in 1994
during Alexander's hiring. It was
twice accused of conducting secret
meetings with potential candidates,.
and Easley admitted after the search,
was over that some meetings were
indeed conducted in secrecy.
Easley vehemently denied, how-,
ever, that he went out and recruited Alexander for the job in 1994.
"I didn't know Kern Alexander
from Adam," he said. "I don't
want to get into that today."
Sparks admitted, however, that
because many candidates may not
wish to fall out of favor with their
current employers, the search
process may not be totally open.
"Sitting presidents don't want,
their names to become public," he
said. "To me, that's going to be
a real problem for us to get quality people without damaging their
credibility and still keeping this
an open process."
Regents are scheduled to meet
with faculty from the college of
humanities and fine arts and the
school of agriculture today at 3:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Theatre.
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18 could receive a body piercing.
Also, any establishment that does
body piercings would be regulated by the state.
The proposal, HB 164, passed .
93-2 and goes to the Senate.
—Ensure that patients receive
free copies of medical examinations that may have been requested by insurance companies and
weren't performed by the patients'
primary physicians.
The measure, HB75, passed 7515 and advances to the Senate.
—Stiffen the penalty for parking in a fire lane.

•Regents ...

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
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because it would be retroactive to June I. A similar bill to expand
"hazardous duty" benefits has
already passed the Senate.
Other bills passed by the House
would:
•
Require sheriffs to directly notify people when sex offenders move into neighborhoods.
Under the bill, sheriffs would
have to notify people living within the same block of a sex offender. In rural areas, people living
within a quarter mile of the offender would have to be notified.
The sheriff also would have to
contact each school that request
notification. Notification could be
made by mail or flier.
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Jon
Draud, R-Crestview Hills, passed
96-0. The measure — HB 10—
goes to the Senate.
—Require written parental notification before anyone under age
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Bill would curb
board's authority

1:3EA7-I-1S
Mrs. Peggy Garrison Hester
Mrs. Peggy Garrison Hester, 70, Pontotoc, Miss., sister of James E.
Garrison of Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 24, 2001, at her home. Her death
was from injuries sustained when a tornado struck their home.
An active member of Ebenezer United Methodist Church, Pontotoc, she
was a retired seamer from Action Industries.
Survivors include her husband, Elton Hester; two sons, Jimmy Hester,
Birmingham, Ala., and Al Hester and Joe Hester, both of Tupelo, Miss.;
one brother, James E. Garrison and wife, Edith, Murray; three grandchildren, Casey, Blake and Sami Jo Hester.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Browning Funeral Home, Pontotoc. The Rev. Tom Sheffield and the Rev. Kerry Powell
will officiate. Burial will follow in Ebenenezer Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday)
and after 10 a.m. Wednesday.

Roy Elmo Reed
Roy Elmo Reed, 79, Farmington, died Sunday, Feb. 25, 2001, at 3:30
p.m. at his home.
Retired from Curlee Clothing Company, Mayfield, he was a member of
New Home Baptist Church and of Farmington Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
He was the son of the late K. Reed and Lala Reid Reed. Also preceding
him in death were two brothers, Jay Wilson Reed and Tommy Reed.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lieurelle Alton Reed, to whom he had
been married for 56 years; one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Janes, Wingo; two
grandsons, Derek Janes, Fulton, and Jarred Janes, Wingo; two sisters, Mrs.
Betty McManus, Symsonia, and Mrs. Linda Sue Scott, Mayfield; several
relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. George Culp, the Rev. Spence Pate and
the Rev. Ed Chapman will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Derek Janes, Jarred Janes, Jackie Hamilton, Bob
Ivy, Billy Dean Reed and Dana Pea, active; Joe Patterson, Chuck Rogers,
Nancy Hamilton, Fay Manning, Robert Lee Bazzell, Barbara Potts, Emma
Lou Aldin, Dana Stovall, Ena Andrews, Shirley Scott and Doug Moore,
honorary. Burial will follow in Sinking Spring Baptist Church Cemetery
in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday). Masonic rites will be at 8 p.m. tonight at the funeral home.

Argynos George Plutis
Argyrios George (Harry) Plutis, 94,-Pittsburgh, Pa., father of Mrs. Joann Niffenegger of Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2001, in a hospital
there. His death followed a short illness.
Born in Icaria, Greece, he spent most of his life in Pittsburgh, Pa. One
daughter, Mrs. Georgia Tsambis, preceded him in death.
He was a member of St. Mary's Greek Orthodox Church, Oakmont, Pa.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maria Plutis; three daughters, Mrs.
Angela Theofilis, and Mrs. Calliopi Lardas, Pittsburgh, and Mrs. Joann
Niffenegger, Murray; 10 grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren.
Thomas A. English Funeral of Oakmont, Pa., was in charge of funeral
arrangements.

W.M. Stickney
W.M. Stickney, 86, Sedalia. died Monday, Feb. 26, 2001, at 5:15 a.m.
at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was retired from the United
States Government where he worked in quality control.
Born Oct. 18, 1914, in Minneapolis, Minn., he was the son of the late
Guy Morgan Stickney and Bessie Mattson Stickney.
No survivors are listed.
The funeral will be tonight (Tuesday) at 6:45 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hillside Cemetery, Minneapolis, Minn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight(Tuesday).

Mrs. Betty Murray Williams
Mrs. Betty Murray Williams, 63, Dayton, Ohio, sister of Billy Ray
Murray of Murray, died Thursday, Feb. 22, 2001, at 8:35 p.m. at Good Samaritan Hospital, Dayton.
'Born April 22, 1937, in Hamilton, Ala., she was the daughter of the late
James F. Murray and Lovie Beasley Murray. Also preceding her in death
were two sisters, Nancy Millie Marie Murray and Mary Magdalene Murray.
'Survivors include her husband, Felix Williams, to whom she was married March 9, 1958, in Moline, Ill.; two daughters, Ms. Rose Williams,
Dayton, and Mrs. Cynthia Nolan Davis and husband, Mark, Janesville,
Wis.; three grandchildren, Natalie Turner, Amberly Nolan and Ryan
Davis; one sister, Mrs. Bertie Stamey and husband, Fred, Dundee, Fla.;
two brothers, James Edward Murray and wife, Pat, Rock Falls, Ill., and
Billy Ray Murray and wife, Shirley, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of George Martin Funeral Home, 5040 Frederick Pike, Dayton. Burial will follow in Dayton
Memorial Pike Cemetery.

Gene Owens

The funeral for Gene Owens was today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Officiating was Carl Scoggins.
Pallbearers were Mark Garrison, Phil Akers, Larry Stubblefield, Carroll
Compton, John Duck and Henry Sargent, active, and Jerry Bennett, Jimmy
Owens and flobert Bynum. honorary. Burial was in Pinegar Cemetery,
Dukedom, Tenn.
Mr. Owens, 72, U.S. Hwy.641 North, Puryear, Tenn., died Friday. Feb.
23, 2001, at 11:30 a.m. while working on his farm on Steep Hill Drive,
Murray.
He was a member of Knob Creek Church of Christ and of Palmersville,
Tenn., Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Jan. 4. 1929, he was the son of the late William Robert Owens
and Allie Maud Vincent Owens. Also preceding him in death were two
sisters. Irma Bynum and Gladys Stow, and two brothers, LeRoy (Red)
Owens and Merchie Owens.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nancy Owens; one daughter, Mrs.
Connie Barnes Maynord and husband, Chris, Mayfield; one son, Billy
Owens, Dukedom. Tenn.; three stepsons, Jay Collins and wife, Charlotte,
Mont Belvieu. Texas, Rickey Collins, Aineola. Texas, and Jeff Collins and
wife, Elena, Woodlands, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Modena Bennett, Mayfield; four grandchildren.
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MISS BUTLER DID IT...Erin Butler, a student at Murray Middle
School, was named Student of the Week. Pictured with Butler is
James Hart, a representative from Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors, and Murray Middle School Principal Stephen Kroehler.

Civil War sites
endangered
WASHINGTON (AP)- Urban
sprawl. road-building and storm
erosion are endangering 10 of the
nation's Civil War battlefields,
including historic Gettysburg, a
preservation group said Tuesday.
"It's important to save these
sites where the sacrifices of the
Civil War occurred," said Jim
Campi,spokesman for the Civil War
Preservation Trust."You really can't
get an understanding of what happened there without being there."
The group said the most endangered battlefields in addition to
Gettysburg are at Allatoona, Ga.,
Brices Cross Roads, Miss., Fort
Fisher, N.C., and Harper's Ferry,
W.Va.
The remaining five are Loudoun
Valley, Va.; Mansfield, La.: Raymond, Miss.; Stones River, Tenn.;
and The Wilderness, Va.
Sites were included in the study
based on geographic location, military significance and the immediacy of current threats. -Each of
them is threatened in some way,
but the most common denominator is some form of sprawl," Campi
said.
At Gettysburg, the trust said a
controversial new visitor's center
could become a magnet for chain
restaurants and stores that encroach
on the site of the crucial July
1863 battle and famous address
by President Lincoln dedicating a
national cemetery.
One exception is Fort Fischer,
where the main threat is not from
humans but from hurricanes wearing down its fragmented remains.
North Carolina recently has helped,
however, by spending $1 million.

the report said.
Congress in 1991 created the
Civil War Sites Advisory Commission to identify the most important and threatened battlefields. It
studied 384 sites and listed 50
with the most urgent need for
preservation. But after issuing its
findings in 1993, the commission
was dissolved.
"Since then nothing has been
done to follow up on that report,"
Campi said.
At least 71 of the nation's most
significant Civil War battlefields
already have been lost, according
to the National Park Service's
American Battlefield Protection
Program.
Since 1990, the program has
spent at least $4.4 million for 191
Civil War-era preservation and
enhancement projecti
But the money has been spread
thin, with an average award of
$22,000 to each of more than 100
historic battle sites in 21 states
and the District of Columbia. And
a June 1999 status report found
many states are protecting only
half or fewer of their battlefields
adequately.
To help pick up the slack, the
trust in the past 10 years has spent
tens of millions of dollars preserving 11,000 acres that it either
maintains itself or has donated to
the National Park Service or to a
state for safekeeping.
Last year, it spent about $5
million for 2,000 acres of battlefields spread among Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and
Virginia.

Calloway County hosts
Governor's Cup meet
Calloway County High School ment - Amy Chapman, Lone Oak,
hosted the Region 4 Governor's Cup first; Evan Moore, Marshall, second; Brett Sanders, Lone Oak,third;
competition Saturday.
Marshall County High School Kyle Martin, Lone Oak, fourth;
won first with Lone Oak second, Adam Story, Marshall, fifth.
*Language arts written assessHeath High School third and Murment: Evan Moore, Marshall, first;
ray High School fourth.
Students advancing to the state Shane Wilkins, Heath, second; Holcompetition in Louisville were the Ian Holm. Heath, third; Rebecca
Brown, Marshall, fourth; Helen
following:
Heath, fifth.
Craft,
Justin
assessment
•Math written
Smith, Murray, Landen Meeks,
*Composition - Jessica Johns,
Tilghman, Sarah Bunch, Marshall,
first; Haley Lynn, CalMarshall.
Hubthree-way tie for first; Jake
Beth McElroy.
second;
loway,
bard, Mayfield, fourth; Stuart DouBergstrom,
Jason
third;
Tilghman,
glas. Graves, fifth.
Maddox,
Kelly
fourth;
Oak,
Lone
assessment
*Science written
fifth.
Tilghman,
Adam Story. Marshall, first; Clay
•In the team categories. MurPfanstiel, Tilghman, second; Matt
won future problem solving with
ray
Stuthird;
Mary,
Hogancamp, St.
won
art Douglas, Graves, fourth; Devin Heath as second. Lone Oak
Marshall
with
honors
recall
quick
Granger. Ballard, fifth.
•Social studies written assess- second and Heath third.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
bill to eliminate "parallel" disciplinary systems for teachers, and
clip the wings of the Education
Professional Standards Board in
the process, was passed by the
Kentucky Senate on Monday.
If the House goes along, the
statewide board would be precluded from taking action against
a certified school employee whose
case was pending in court, an
appeals tribunal or, in the case of
Jefferson County teachers, an arbitration.
The employee's certificate to
teach could not be revoked unless
he or she was convicted or lost
an appeal.
The bill "addresses an injustice
created by parallel enforcement,"
Sen. Lindy Casebier, sponsor of
the bill and chairman of the Senate Education Committee, said in
a floor speech.
Exoneration in a local hearing
does not prevent the standards board
from launching its own disciplinary action. "An educator's often
required to defend himself in two
different administrative proceedings," said Casebier, R-Louisville.
The Jefferson County Teachers
Association proposed the bill.
Stephen Neal, the association's
executive director, said last week
that his group was not trying to
protect bad teachers. But,"if you're
found innocent, the standards board
should have nothing to investigate," Neal said.
Casebier's bill passed 37-0. It
now goes to the House.
The Senate also passed a bill
that would make changes in the
commission that is supposed to

interpret and enforce the General
Assembly's code of ethics.
The nine-member Legislative
Ethics Commission traditionally has
included two former legislators. The
bill by Sen. Ed Miller, D-Cynthiana, would make it statutory instead
of traditional.
The current commission has five
Democrats and four Republicans.
Under Miller's bill, four commissioners would be appointed by the
Senate president, currently Republican David Williams, and four by
the speaker of the House, currently Democrat Jody Richards.
Neither could appoint more than
three from the same party.
The ninth commissioner would
be appointed jointly by the Legislative Research Commission the bipartisan elected leadership
of the House and Senate.
The bill, which passed 36-1,
also would formalize hiring of the
commission's executive director,
who now can be hired and fired
at will. Three commissioners, acting as a screening committee, would
submit three nominations to the
full commission. "This makes it
hard, I think, to wrongfully get
rid of anybody," Miller told
reporters afterward.
Also passed was a bill by the
Transportation Committee Chairman, Republican Virgil Moore of
Leitchfield, to raise highway weight
limits for commercial trucks carrying agricultural products- milk,
cattle, grain and the like - off
the farm.
The truck weight could exceed
the posted highway limit by 10
percent, Moore said. It passed 343.

Paisley happy in Opry
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Country singer Brad Paisley isn't moping over losing the best new artist
Grammy.
Becoming a cast member of the
Grand Ole Opry in Nashville,
Tenn., "beats everything I'll ever
do again," Paisley says. "It'll never
be topped in my career. I can't
imagine or foresee anything that
could possibly mean as much as
that."

During its 75-year history, the
Opry has presented such stars as
Hank Williams Sr., Patsy Cline
and Marty Robbins.
"That is the absolute pinnacle
of country music prestige." he told
reporters recently. "I don't feel
worthy yet I'm so new, but I hope
to earn it over a career."
Paisley, 28, has played the Opry
more than 35 times since launching his career in 1999.
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The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you get
rammed in a traffic jam, can you afford to repair or
replace the transportation you depend on? Shelter auto
insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.
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Presidents and pardons
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consider the presidential pardon and
the ways chief executives have
used it over the last two centuries.
When Bill Clinton reached for
his pen on the last morning of
his presidency and granted a full
and absolute pardon to Marc Rich,
a wealthy fugitive from justice,
he whipped up a storm of accusations, censure and blame that
shows no sign of quickly blowing over.
But, even as Clinton's critics
claimed his judgment was faulty
and his motives ripe for investigation, few questioned his right
to employ a presidential power
given presidents by the Constitution.
The right to pardon or to commute a prison sentence has been
exercised by virtually every president since George Washington in
1795 pardoned violent anti-tax protesters in the Whiskey Rebellion.
Over more than two centuries,
presidents have issued thousands
of pardons, most to people whose
names have never caught the attention of the public or historians.
In 1992, for example. President
George Bush pardoned a man convicted in 1963 of stealing 12 sixpacks of beer on an Indian reservation. He also pardoned a Kentuckian convicted in 1947 of moonshining.
The attention-grabbers on the
pardon lists are more likely to
involve famous names or celebrated cases.
In 1974, in the most famous
pardon of modern times, President
Ford assured that former President
Nixon would never face criminal
ch4arges growing out of the Watergate scandal that had caused his
resignation.
Some 20th century examples:
—President Harding in 1921
commuted the 10-year prison sentence imposed on socialist Eugene
Debs in 1918 for speaking against
U.S. participation in World War
I. in violation of the laws of his

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
.4ssociated Press Writer
era.
—Ford pardoned Iva Toguri
D'Aquino, who made World War
II propaganda broadcasts for Japan
under the name "Tokyo Rose."
—Nixon commuted the sentence
of Teamsters union leader Jimmy
Hoffa on condition Hoffa stay out
of labor activities for eight years.
Presidential pardons wipe the
slate clean. In the case of Ford's
pardon of Nixon, it prevented
courts and juries from even considering guilt and punishment.
That's what Bush did when he
issued his famous Christmas Eve
pardons in 1992. That act shortcircuited the prosecution of several former government officials
under investigation in the IranContra affair, including former
Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger.
"The Constitution is quite clear
on the powers of the president
and sometimes the president has
to make a difficult decision, and
that's what I've done," Bush said
five days later as he responded to
a blaze of criticism of his action.
The Constitution spells it out.
Article II, Section 2 states that
the chief executive "shall have
power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offenses against the United States, except in Cases of
Impeachment."
The presidential power to pardon was introduced at the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia on June 18, 1787 by Alexander Hamilton.
In making the case in the Federalist Papers, Hamilton said the
most important reason for giving
presidents the pardon power was
not to show mercy to criminals

but to allow flexibility "in seasons of insurrection or rebellion."
"There are often critical
moments when a well-timed offer
of pardon to the insurgents or
rebels may restore the tranquility
of the commonwealth," Hamilton
reasoned.
That was exactly why Washington acted in December 1795
when he announced he had pardoned those convicted of crimes
stemming from the Whiskey Rebellion of 1792.
Washington had used the army
to suppress "disorder and insurrection' in western Pennsylvania,
where distillers and their friends
had violently resisted efforts to
collect the federal tax on whiskey.
The Whiskey Rebellion had been
the first armed challenge to the
authority of the new government.
But now, Washington reported
to Congress, "quiet and order" had
been restored and "the misled have
abandoned their errors and pay
respect to our Constitution and
laws."
In those changed circumstances,
the president said, it seemed fit
to "mingle in the operations of
government every degree of moderation and tenderness which the
national justice. dignity and safety may permit."
Other presidents have acted for
similar reasons.
Abraham Lincoln and Andrew
Johnson issued amnesties for Confederate soldiers and political leaders during and after the Civil War.
Jimmy Carter, on his first day in
office in 1977. reprieved thousands of Vietnam-era draft evaders.
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On Saturday, March 24, at 9
p.m. eastern time, HBO is airing
a special presentation of "Wit,"
the Pulitzer Prize winning play
about a woman's struggle with
late-stage ovarian cancer.
Starring Academy Award winner Emma Thompson, the film is
part of a national effort to raise
public awareness about difficult
end-of-life situations.
When "Wit" opened at the Long
Wharf Theatre in New Haven in
the fall of 1997, the Wall Street
Journal hailed it as an "original
and urgent work of art among the
best plays of the decade."
In the New York Times, Vincent Canby lauded the play as a
"one of a kind experience, wise,
thoughtful, witty and wrenching."
"Wit" sent shock waves through
the medical community,forcing professional caregivers to take a candid look at their ability to provide palliative care in the face of
incurable illness.
Earlier this year, when "Wit" was
performed at Actors Theatre of
Louisville, over 200 residents from
the University of Louisville School
of Medicine attended a reading
and participated in a post-performance discussion with actors,
physicians and other medical school
faculty.
According to a media release,
"Wit" won accolades from the
medical profession, and playwright
Margaret Edson received special
recognition from the Oncology
Nursing Society. The play is perceived by many "as a training
manual for physicians and nurses
in advanced cancer patient care."
"Wit's" main character, Vivian
Bearing. Ph.D. (Thompson), is a
professor of 17th century English
poetry, specializing in the Holy Sonnets of John Donne. She is confident, a recognized expert in her
own field, but when she is diag-

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
nosed with stage-four metastatic
ovarian cancer, her literary wit is
of 1;mited use.
When her doctor(played by actor
Christopher Lloyd) prescribes an
aggressive, eight-month stint of
chemotherapy, Bearing resolves to
become a scholar on cancer, just
as she has on John Donne, who
also examined life-and-death issues
in his poetry.
Although the treatment is experimental - no one has ever taken
eight doses at full strength - Vivian
Bearing insists she's "tough
enough" to take it. Through flashbacks, the audience sees the rigors of the professor's literary training, and her unremitting devotion
to her studies in her youth, rather
than spending free time with friends.
As her treatments begin, Vivian
finds the initial attention "flattering, for the first five minutes." At
first, she is officious and overbearing, but her detachment breaks
down as her treatment takes its
course.
By her fifth round of chemotherapy, she is placed in an isolated
room to ward off germs. She realizes that it is not the cancer that
imperils her, but the treatment
itself.
Having survived eight treatments, Vivian Bearing is told that
her peritoneal cavity is "still crawling with cancer." When she finally confides in a nurse on the
graveyard shift that she is seared,
the two discuss options, including
a DNR (Do Not Resuscitate) order.
In the end, when Bearing's heart

finally stops, a frantic doctor mistakenly makes a Code Blue call,
forgetting that Bearing's final
choice was not to be resuscitated.
If you want to know how it
ends, tune in to HBO on Saturday night, March 24. Check local
listings for the exact time.
If you are interested in some of the issues "Wit"
raises, you might want to
1. Encourage health care professionals and volunteers to facilitate "talkback" sessions through
house parties the night of the HBO
special.
2. Take personal action by
becoming a hospice volunteer.
3. Set up storytelling circles in
your church or local library about
end of life situations.
4. Host a coffee hour to discuss end-of-life issues.
5. Check with your employer
about the end-of-life benefits and
resources available to you through
work.
6. Urge local clergy to watch
"Wit" and encourage them to give
sermons about end-of- life con-.
cems with their congregations' adult
discussion groups.
7. Develop notices for your
organization's newsletter, alerting
people to the upcoming airing of
"Wit" on HBO.
If you are interested in organizing a local project, please con-:
tact this newspaper or the columnist directly at cacalexander@hotmail.com.

FROM OUR READERS

MCCH conflict
needs to end
Dear Editor:
I have lived in Murray for 28 years and have
seen the tremendous progress that has been made
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and with the
medical staff.
The hospital has excellent facilities and modem
equipment for a community of our size. The medical staff has grown because of the quality of life
in Murray and because of the excellent hospital
facility.
Due to these factors, I have been told that
approximately 4,000 of the patients served by our
medical community come from outside Calloway
County. These individuals and their family members also utilize the services of restaurants, pharmacies and other businesses when they visit Murray for their health care.
The medical community (the hospital and the
physicians together) is without a doubt the largest
employer in Calloway County. The growth and
continued success of our hospital over the years

have been very impressive. Many new people coming into Murray from elsewhere are amazed and
pleased with the size and level of care that is
provided in our medical center.
Due to this image and the economical impact
these services provide, our hospital is one of the
most precious assets we have in Murray and Calloway County.
This brings me to the point I would like to
make. For the life of me, I cannot understand why
our county officials seem bound and determined
to tarnish the image of our hospital by continuing to criticize the hospital's newly established
foundation.
As I understand it, the purpose and mission of
the foundation have been, from the start, to provide nothing but good for the hospital and our
community and adequate controls seem to have
been agreed to by all parties concerned. It is time
for this conflict to be settled for the good of the
hospital, the foundation and the community.
David R. King
P.O. Box 1145
901 Sycamore St.
Murray. KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 16 - The (Toledo, OH) Blade:
China and Poland, Americans have argued that
The more we hear about the support-check with- they also are exporting democratic ideals such as
holding fiasco in Columbus, which now stretches the rule of law and respect for human rights. But
back to 1997, and of Governor Taft's efforts to what if the United States itself sets a bad examwiggle out from under it. the more we wonder ple?
about the quality of both his leadership and his
That's the question raised in a new study pubstaff.
lished by Human Rights Watch and written by
In effect, some $8 million owed to dependent Cornell University professor Lance Compa.
children in Ohio has, without public knowledge,
In "Unfair Advantage," Compa finds that Amerbeen misdirected by the state bureaucracy.
ican corporations routinely break federal labor law
This is the sort of bureaucratic performance that and violate the legal rights of their employees —
belies glib phrases like "compassionate conser- and that the government does almost nothing to
vatism."
stop them.
The buck stops in the governor's office, though
Since the 1930s, federal law has guaranteed
Mr. Taft appears to be trying to shift it to the Americans the right to organize unions and to
Department of Job and Family Services, whose negotiate working conditions with their employers.
director, Jacqui Romer-Sensky. he appointed.
Polls show that most people still support the conHe seemed aghast when the story broke a few cept.
weeks back, saying he knew nothing of the mess
Yet Compa finds that thousands of workers are
until he read about it in the newspapers.
fired every year for actions as simple as wearing
Geraldine Jensen, president of the Association a union lapel pin.
for Children for Enforcement of Support (ACES),
Drawing on documents from the National Labor
however, produced a letter she sent on Jan. 19 to Relations Board, Compa finds that the number of
Greg Moody. a Taft executive assistant, detailing workers discharged for union activity has risen
the problem.
from a few hundred annually in the 1950s to more
The governor and his staff messed up.
than 20,000 annually in the 1990s.
The public prefers contrition and correction over
He interviewed a Florida nursing home worker
buck-passing.
who was fired during a union campaign, won his
case before the labor board, and after five years
Feb. 10 - Star Tribune of Minneapolis:
of litigation won a grand total of $1,798 in back
In exporting capitalism to nations as diverse as pay and interest.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
My apologies to the St. John's Episcopal Church Youth Group
for listing the wrong amount they recently raised to send two
llamas to Bolivia through the Heifer Project International (HP!).
The correct figure is $300 instead of the incorrect amount listed in the cutline Thursday.
Llamas provide HPI families with invaluable sources of transportation, income and wool. Each family that receives a llama
passes one or more of the llama's offspring to another family
in need in the community.
Youth members working on this project included Elizabeth
Bogal-Allbritten, Jonathan Raj. Benjamin Hart, Ginny Furches,
Jaimie Murdock and Steven Hart.

Angel Alert issued
Murray City Schools Family Resource Youth Services Center
has requests from two families needing baby beds, car seats and
any other new baby items; and another family needing a washer
and dryer. Anyone having any of the items to call 759-9592.

Sign-ups start Thursday
Youth baseball and softball sign-ups will be Thursday and Friday from 3 to 6 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Wal-Mart parking lot. Players, ages 5 to 18, can sign up for baseball and ages 6 to 20 for girls softball. For information call the
Park office at 762-0325. The monthly board meeting will follow
the Saturday sign-up.

Special event Saturday
Calloway County High School Project Graduation Committee
will sponsor a car wash Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Wal-Mart parking lot.

Dream Factory group will meet
The Dream Factory of Murray has changed its monthly meeting to Thursday at 6 p.m. at AmeriHost Inn, North 12th Street.
This is open to all interested persons. For information call 4366295.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1 p.m. for Chinese Bingo and Dessert at the club
house. Paula Crouse will lead the Bingo. Each one playing is asked
to bring a $5 wrapped gift. Hostesses will be Margaret Owens,
LaVem Ryan, Myrtle Douglas and Anna Mae Owen.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at Dutch Essenhaus.
For information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Calloway Band Boosters to meet
Calloway Band Boosters will meet today (Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County High School. Members are asked to note
the change in date of the meeting.

Ash Wednesday service planned
Palestine United Methodist Church will have an Ash Wednesday
service at 7 p.m. at the church. Max Rogers will be the speaker.

Fundraiser for clinic not held
Because of the windy conditions on Saturday the fundraiser of
taking blood checks with donations for the Angels Community
Clinic was not conducted. Persons may send tax collectible donations to Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071.

Oaks' ladies plan event
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Mary Alice Smith,
phone 753-3487.

Singles plan activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn. The program will feature dance
lessons and games. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Wendell at 759-0625.

West View plans activities
Special events have been planned for residents of West View
Nursing Home. Wednesday events will be RSA Exercise at 9:15
a.m.. Bible Class at 10 a.m. and February birthday party at 2 p.m.

Glendale Place plans events
Glendale Place events for the residents on Wednesday will be
Blessings at 8:30 a.m., Exercise at 9 a.m., Big Lots at 9:30 a.m.
and Bingo at 3 p.m.

Health Express stop Thursday
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Murray SaveA-Lot.

55-Alive seminar planned
A 55-Alive Safe Driving Seminar will be March 13 and 14
from 9 a.m. to I p.m. each day at The Murray Bank, 405 South
12th St. This is free to Good Life members and $10 per person
for non-members. Enrollment is limited to the first 30 persons. To
enroll call Patti Thomas at the bank at 753-5626.

TRIM

Leah Michelle Darnell and Scott Conder Fulton were married Saturday, July 8, 2000. at First Christian Church, Benton.
The bride is the daughter of Philip and Betty Dame11 of Murray.
The groom is the son of Gary and Kathy Fulton of Benton.
Dr. Michael Gatton of Louisville performed the double ring ceremony. Music was by Cindi Satterwhite. pianist, and Kaci Greer, soloist.
Escorted by her father, the bride wore a floor length sweetheart
gown of white satin with an overlay of Battenburg lace and pearls.
Her headpiece featured a floor length veil adorned with white embroidery and pearls. She carried an arm bouquet of calla lilies.
Carla Driskill of Smithland was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Tara Fulton, sister of the groom, and D'ache Harper, both of Benton.
They wore black crepe pants and white satin tops with an overlay of lace and pearls. Each one carried a mixed arm bouquet of
fresh summer flowers.
The flower girl was Neely Gallimore, daughter of Roger and Vona
Gallimore of Murray and cousin of the bride. She wore a floor length
sweetheart gown of white satin trimmed in Battenburg lace and carried a white basket of fresh rose petals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a white shirt and silver vest.
His boutonniere was a mini calla lily.
Kevin Frizzell of Benton was best man. Groomsmen were Reed
Conder, grandfather of the groom. and Gary Fulton, father of the
groom, both of Benton. The ring bearer was Bayle Underhill, son of
Brian and Jennifer Underhill of Murray.
They all wore attire identical to the groom with silver ties. Their
boutonnieres were mixed fresh flowers matching the bridesmaids' bouquets.
Ushers were Jeremy Darnell, brother of the bride, Matt Darnell,
cousin of the bride, Casey Riggs, cousin of the groom, and Bobby
Frizzell.
Dee Dee Cook, cousin of the bride, was wedding director.
Rebecca Boyd and Ashley Cook, both cousins of the bride, kept
the register.
A reception followed at the Marshall County Exception Center.
Servers were Rhonda Barnes, Amy McReynolds. Emily Miller,
Regina Duncan, Vona Gallimore, Eva Darnell, Kelia Easley and LeAnna Frizzell.
The bride is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is a senior at Murray State University. She is presently student teaching at South Marshall Elementary School Benton.
The groom is a 1993 graduate of Marshall County High School
and a 2000 graduate of Murray State University.
He is employed at Westlake Monomers Corporation, Calvert City.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Cancun, Mexieo. They are
currently residing in Marshall County.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at The Sirloin Room
in Draffenville.

AP
Assiismounitunwiimerv
Part-I jute
Client Service
Associate
J.J.B. Illlllard. W.L. Lyons. In( seeks a part-time
Client Service Associate to provide client, marketing
and office support for our Murray branch. Ideal
candidate should possess effective customer service.
communication, clerical, and computer skills.
Confidentiality. discretion, and follow-up abilities are
required. Please send your resume and salary
requirements in confidence to:

J.J.B. HILLIARD,W.L. LYONS,INC.
MEMOIR NEVy YORX.AritAK AN AND CHICAGO
STOCK EXCHANGES AND SIPC

V.I.P. Members Tan All Month $23.59

- cCutting Edge
759-3343

Pamela Burton and Raymond Taylor

Darnell-Fulton vows Burton-Taylor vows
solemnized at church will be said March 10

HILLIARD LYONS

11li
lik8 oz. Bottle of Emerald Bay
Tanning Lotion With Any
Package $30 & Up

Shoppes of Murray

Mr and Mrs. Scott Conder Fulton

Attn:Tom Ewing
414 Main Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Fax:270-753-3369
Equal Opportunity,Affirmative Action,
Drug-free Employer M/F/D/V

Pamela Jean Burton and Raymond Matthew Taylor announce their
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Dolores Bunker of Mayfield and
James (Kenny) Burton of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Odell
and Wilma Hicks and of Lavelle Beall and the late Homer Beall, all
of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of Wesley and Charlotte Taylor of
Phoenix, Ariz. He is the grandson of the late George and Ethel Miller
of Phoenix, Ariz., and Mildred DeJong of Kalispel. Mont., and the
late John Taylor of Illinois.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 10. 2001, at 3 p.m. at Ledbetter Missionary Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. Eugene McWherter will officiate.
Judy Houseman of Mayfield will be maid of honor. Best man will
be Philip Sanchez of Waukegan, Ill. Flower girl will be Tabatha Taylor and ring bearer will be Dustin Sharp. Christopher Taylor will be
usher.
A reception will follow the ceremony in the fellowship hall of the
church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

BIRTHS
Caroline Isabelle McDougal
Mr. and Mrs. John Mark McDougal of Franklin. Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Caroline Isabelle McDougal, born on Sunday, Feb.
4, 2001, at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville. Tenn.
The baby weighed seven pounds nine ounces and measured 20
inches. A brother is Samuel Alexander (Sam) McDougal, 3.
Grandparents arc Johnny and Charlotte McDougal of Murray and
Bill and Vicki Zabel of Paducah.

j-feavenll Baskets
SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
You DREAM IT, WE Tiii%II Ii.

615-A Southside Shopping Center

759-2333
WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER

Experience the Smallest,
Most Advanced, Digital t
7'
Hearing Aid in the World.
Experience The
*100% Digital CD Sound Quality
•Totally Automatic
*Works Well With Telephone
•Practically Invisible!
EXPERIENCE THE SENSO"' AT:

G-4A STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th. Murray • 753-8055
Sonce 1876

'Tr DEx

A Name You Can Trust
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Marshals
smash
Eagles

Marshall Co.
too much for
Lady Lakers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
On Monday night, the Calloway
County Lady Lakers got an upclose look at just how powerful
Marshall County's offense can be.
The 19th-ranked Lady Marshals
took advantage of 14 offensive
rebounds and used a solid perimeter game to deliver a stern knockout punch to Calloway 69-45 in
the girls' Fourth District Tournament opener at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The loss sends the Lady Lakers (11-16) into today's 6 p.m.
elimination game against crosstown
rival Murray High.
A CCHS win would end the
three-team tournament, sending the
Lady Lakers to next week's First
Region Tournament. However, a
victory by Murray would set up
a district title game between the
Lady Tigers and Marshall Thursday at 6 p.m.
Marshall (21-5) used its size
and height advantage to take Calloway out of its game early, building a commanding 21-8 lead after
one quarter of play.
Kristen Bailey scored six of her
eight points in the first eight minutes to help the Lady Marshals
gain the early edge.
"They got too many easy shots
and too many good looks at the
basket," said Lady Laker head coach
Scott Sivills. "We started out in a
man-to-man, and then we switched
to a 2-3 zone. But we just didn't
play well defensively."
One second-quarter stretch
summed up Sivills' frustrations.
Guard Whitney Ragsdale kept
Calloway close with a pair of 3pointers in the early moments of
the period and forward Jena Thomas
followed with a jumper to pull
the Lady Lakers to within 26-18
with 4:43 remaining in the half.
But the Lady Marshals flexed
their muscles in the post, scoring
on three straight offensive rebounds
by Bailey, Ashley Harper and Kristen Reeves to expand the lead to

Marshall County 69
Lady Lakers 45
Marshall
21 36 53 — 69
Calloway
8 19 30 — 45
Marshall County (69) — Bailey 8,
Harper 12, Reeves 14, Morton 15,
Stone 4, Nimmo 9, Fields 5, Darnell,
Babb 2, Fralicx, Teckenbrock, Winstead, Joseph, Wadsworth. FG: 3154. 3-point FG: 2-9 (Morton 1,
Stone 1). FT: 5-8. Rebounds: 35.
Record: 21-5.
Calloway County (45) — Ragdale
14, Thomas 20, Williams, Prescott
2, Stonecipher 3, Morton 2, Rogers,
Ross 2, Chadwick, Cunningham,
Lamb 2, Macha. FG: 16-44. 3-point
FG: 2-15 (Ragsdale 2). FT: 11-15.
Rebounds: 20. Record: 11-16.
32-18.
"That really hurt us," Sivills
explained. "They just came out
with better focus than we did, and
they were very aggressive on the
boards ... Coach (Howard) Beth's
teams are ready to play come tournament time. Their kids really rise
to the occasion."
Marshall used their inside
strength to post an insurmountable
36-19 advantage at the intermission.
The Lady Marshals displayed
their perimeter game in the third
period, as guard Kala Morton was
the hot hand from outside — scoring on three field goals and a pair
of free throws for eight of her
team-high 15 points.
Marshall expanded its lead to
53-30 after three quarters and used
a 16-15 scoring edge in the final
period to claim the 24-point victory.
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
To add injury to insult, Thomas MEETING RESISTANCE...Calloway's Felicia Prescott (20) puts up a shot despite the objec— who led the Lady Lakers with tions of the Marshall County defense. The Lady Marshals, however, claimed an easy win
20 points on 8-of-19 shooting —
over the Lady Lakers in the opener of the girls Fourth District Tournament Monday.
received a blow to the face in the
fourth quarter.
range. The Lady Lakers shot 37 others. Marshall shot 57 percent rivals — a game Sivills admits
"She got elbowed in the eye," percent (16-of-43) from the floor, (31-of-54) from the field, includ- won't be easy.
said Sivills. "It's a little bit swollen hitting only 2-of-14 shots from ing a 70-percent (14-of-20) effort
-Playing your rival is never an
over her eye. But hopefully she behind the 3-point arc. Calloway in the second half. MCHS was 5- easy thing," he explained. "It's
be able to come back (today)."
was 11-of-14 from the foul line. of-8 from the charity stripe.
going to be a very physical and
Ragsdale followed Thomas' lead
Morton was one of three Lady
The Lady Lakers will now try emotional game. Hopefully, we'll
with 14 points on 4-of-6 shoot- Marshals in double figures. Reeves to earn a trip to the First Region come out more focused for that
ing, including 2-of-3 from 3-point (14) and Harper (12) were the Tournament against their crosstown one."

Racers, Tigers meet in tourney opener
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There seems to be a prevailing
sentiment that last Thursday's disappointing loss to Ohio Valley
Conference regular-season champion Tennessee Tech served as a
wake-up call for the Murray State
Racers.
Tevester Anderson certainly
hopes that theory applies as his
third MSU team prepares to open
OVC Tournament action at 7 p.m.
today against old foe Tennessee
State at the Regional Special Events
Center.
"I hope it woke them up," said
Anderson of the 94-71 loss to the
Golden Eagles, which prevented
the Racers from gaining at least
a share of their 13th league title
in 14 years.
"Maybe it let them know that
we're not invincible. And I think
the kids do realize that they stumI
bled a little bit last week

think our guys really want to win desperation heave at the buzzer
this(tournament)championship," he by sophomore forward Antione
Whelchel — to escape last week's
added.
To claim the tournament crown contest with a 67-66 triumph over
and the accompanying NCAA Tour- the upset-minded Tigers.
TSU shot just 40 percent in
nament bid, the Racers (16-11)
will have to weather a three-game last week's meetgauntlet that the MSU program is ing, but exposed
all too familiar with — despite some holes in the
the youthfulness of the 2000-01 MSU defense for
some long-range
squad.
"For the most part, this team jumpers and had
hasn't played for a championship," the Racers on the
Anderson said. "But we do have ropes at 66-64
a few guys who've been there before
before, and we're going to have Whelchel's heroics.
to rely on their leadership."
Anderson ANDERSON
The first leg of the Racers'
championship quest won't be an knows his team's
easy one in any sense, as they defensive efforts must improve
learned last Tuesday.
against the guard-forward tandem
Murray swept the season series of seniors Jamie Roberts and Kevin
from TSU (10-18), crushing the Samuel.
Roberts was on fire Saturday
Tigers 102-83 on Jan. 30 in
Nashville. However, the Racers night as the Tigers scorched the
needed a little luck — a 32-foot nets for 60-percent shooting in a

surprising 83-60 rout of Austin
Peay State. The 6-3 guard joined
four teammates in double figures.
TSU led by as much as 30 points
in the second half.
"Our defense has to pick up
its play," he explained. -Tennessee
State is refreshed, and they're a
very hot and dangerous team. Their
two guys (Roberts and Samuel)
are all-stars. They give them a
legitimate chance to win any game."
The Racers will also be looking for more production from their
offensive unit, which has suffered
through a slump in recent games.
"Senior forward Isaac Spencer
still leads MSU in scoring at 20.8
points per game while sophomore
guard Chris Shumate adds 13.1
per outing.
Junior guard Justin Burdine is
second on the team at 15.2 ppg.
But he and Shumate have struggled with their perimeter shooting
lately.

"Justin's been struggling," said
Anderson. "And Chris is getting
his shot back a little bit. But they
both have to step up for us.
"Isaac has played tremendous the
last few games, and he's determined to win this championship.
But, as good as he is, the rest of
our team has to follow his lead."
Should the Racers defeat TSU
tonight, they will face the Morehead State-Eastern Illinois winner
in a semifinal game matchup Friday at approximately 8:15 p.m. at
Nashville's Gaylord Entertainment
Center.
Other first-round
matchups
include Tennessee-Martin at Tennessee Tech and Southeast Missouri State at Austin Peay.
Friday's first semifinal game
will be held at 6 p.m. The tournament championship game is
scheduled for 3 p.m. Saturday at
the GEC and will be televised live
by ESPN.

UofL trustees praise Shumaker
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — University of Louisville President John Shumaker won an enthusiastic vote of
confidence from the board of trustees
for his ability to handle the men's
basketball situation properly.
Shumaker briefed the board in a
closed-door session Monday on the
events of the past few weeks involving Hall of Fame coach Denny Crum
and Athletics Director Tom Jurich.
Board Chairman Bill Samuels said
several members voiced concerns over
the negative public tenor of the debate
over Crum's future but agreed overwhelmingly that they have confidence
in Shumaker's ability to handle the
matter.
"Everybody is a little disappointed
in the public tone this has taken,"
Samuels said. "The real concern is

that this is an academic institution
first and foremost and that the university's image not be diminished."
Shumaker responded that the negative tone has not been the university's doing but acknowledged a softening of the rhetoric over the past
several days.
Before practice Monday, Crum continued the conciliatory tone he voiced
after Saturday's triple-overtime victory at Marquette and again Sunday on
his weekly TV show.
"I spent most of my professional
life trying to help make this university a better place," Crum said. "Anything that reflects negatively on the
university. I don't like, even if it's
something that involves me. I feel had
that people are divided over thissituation and hope we can turn alien-

tion back to something poiti‘e."
Said Shumaker: "I appreciate di,'
coach Crum is trying to do that. All
of the public speculation has not served
him nor the university well. But a lot
of the public rancor has been based
on false itiformation.
"Denny has made many arguments
in his favor that deserve careful consideration. We don't want to do anything to hurt him, the university or
the student-athletes. It's important that
people realize we really do support
this coach and that this process be
very thoughtful and fair."
Shumaker said he has not changed
the timetable for a decision regarding
Crum. reiterating that the matter will
not he decided until the end of the
season. He also again denied that any
buyout negotiations are taking place.

IN OR OUT?...SpeculatIon continues on the status
of Louisville head coach Denny Crum. However,
UofL President John Shumaker has received praise
for his handling of the situation

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Marshall County Marshals
sank 12-of-29 3-pointers to seize
a 14-0 lead and hold off a game
Christian Fellowship team 69-45
in the semifinals of the Fourth
District Tournament Monday at
Calloway County's Jeffrey Gymnasium.
J.D. Merritt scored 16 points
on four treys and Aaron Lyles added
13 on three 3-pointers — along
with 10 assists — as the topseeded Marshals (22-6) moved into
Thursday's district championship
game.
Marshall County will face the
winner of today's 7:30 p.m. semifinal between No. 2 Murray High
(16-9) and No. 3 Calloway County (13-12).
Eric Klope scored 18 points
and Josh Donohoo added 13 on
four 3-pointers for fourth-seeded
CFS (2-21), which outrebounded
Marshall 33-25 to recover from
its early deficit.
The Eagles, who made 18-of42 shots from the field — including 4-of-13 from 3-point range —
and 5-of-10 free throws, only trailed
16-10 at the close of the first
quarter and 28-21 at halftime.
But the Marshals regrouped and
extended the margin to 45-32 after
three periods before breaking things
open in the fourth.
Marshall went 24-of-52 from
the field and 9-of-12 from the
foul line to eliminate Christian
Fellowship from postseason play
and earn a berth in the First
Region Tournament.

UConn
upsets
Irish
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —
Connecticut made it tough for No.
13 Notre Dame to key on one
player.
Five Huskies finished in double figures in a 75-59 victory over
the Fighting Irish at the Hartford
Civic Center on Monday night.
"This was our most complete
game because everybody contributed," said Caron Butler, who
had 14 points and 11 rebounds.
"Everybody chipped in to make
this victory possible."
Souleymane Wane had 13 points
and 10 rebounds for the Huskies
(19-9, 8-7 Big East), who have
won four of five and six of eight
since snapping a five-game losing streak.
Wane, playing with a sprained
thumb, saved his best for his last
home game of the season.
"It's really sore," said Wane,
who injured his thumb against
Miami on Saturday . "I wasn't
sure that I would be able to do
good, but then after hitting the
first couple, I just felt that I could
shoot all night."
In other games involving Top
25 teams, No. 11 Boston College
beat Division II Morris Brown
84-63; and No. 24 Texas defeated Missouri 76-61.
The Huskies improved their:7
chances for an at-large bid to the::
NCAA tournament with their fifth
victory this season over a team .
in the top 50 in RPI rankings. •
UConn finishes the regular season Saturday at Seton Hall.
"January made me shiver, but::
February is going to make me::
smile a little bit," said UConn coach::
Jim Calhoun, referring to the fivegame losing streak in the first
month of the year. "Now. a 6-2 February with significant wins over.
Boston College, Providence and
now Notre Dame. I think we're
playing awfully good basketball, .
especially defensively, even at
Syracuse, where we lost."
Troy Murphy had 17 points on
6-for-I4 shooting for the Fighting
Irish (19-7, 11-4).
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Park drives Earnhardt
car to Dura Lube win
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. (AP) — Steve Park
couldn't help thinking about his former boss
as the laps wound down in the Dura Lube
400.
"I just tried to do everything that Dale
Earnhardt taught me to do," Park said.
His plan worked to perfection Monday as
the Dale Earnhardt Inc. driver paid tribute to
his late boss by holding off defending Winston Cup champ Bobby Labonte for the second victory of his career.
Labonte was banging at Park's rear bumper
in the finish of the rain-delayed race that came
down to which driver got the best run off the
final turn on the I.017-mile oval.
The cars bumped and the right rear of
Labonte's car bounced off the concrete wall.
Park pulled away, winning by two car lengths.
"I threw a block on him because I was
trying my hardest to win this race," Park said.
-I did what Dale Earnhardt would do."
The emotional Park wanted badly to honor
Earnhardt, who died Feb. 18 in a last-lap
crash at the Daytona 500. Labonte gave Park
PARALLEL PARK-ED...Steve Park honored former boss Dale Earnhardt with
a win at the Dura Lube 400 Monday in
Rockingham, N.C.

the inspiration, and teammate and Daytona
winner Michael Waltrip played along.
"Race car drivers usually carry hats-around
their shifters, and that's how they're available
to us in Victory Lane," Park said. "We've all
been wearing these special No. 3 Dale Earnhardt hats all weekend. I got on to the backstretch after we got the checkered flag, and
the tears were falling down my face. I could
barely see.
"Bobby Labonte pulled up alongside me
and gave me a thumbs-up and pulled his hat
out and hung it out the window. I grabbed
my hat. J wanted to do something for the
fans."
He thrust the red, silver and black hat out
of his car window, holding it high in salute
to the fallen hero as he took a slow victory
lap.
Park reversed direction with a smoking spin
in front of the main grandstand and drove
back the other way before stopping briefly
alongside Waltrip's car. The two exchanged a
high-five and took off in opposite directions
around the track, both with No. 3 hats held
aloft.
It was a fitting and comforting end to an
event that began on Sunday with a frightening first-lap crash that took Park's other team-

Bucks beat Mutombo, Sixers
By The Associated Press
Dikembe Mutombo had strong
game in his home debut for
Philadelphia. Unfortunately for the
Thers. Ray Allen was stronger.
, Allen scored 21 of his careerhigh 42 points in the fourth quarter as the Milwaukee Bucks defeated the Sixers 98-91 Monday night
in a matchup of the top two teams
in the Eastern Conference.
"I've shot the ball well over
the past couple weeks, but I don't
think I've shot it this well in a
long time — if ever," said Allen,
who made 12 of his final 13 shots
despite having his nose broken in
a first-quarter collision with
Mutombo's elbow.
In other NBA games, Utah
defeated Atlanta 99-82, Portland
downed Houston 95-89, Boston
defeated Seattle 85-82, Orlando beat
NnVer 9386,'Dallas defeated the
Los Angeles Clippers 101-92, Charlotte topped Indiana 82-72 and
Golden State downed Chicago 8578.
Mutombo had 21 points and 16
rebounds in his third game with

the Sixers, who trailed by as many
as 17, but tied the game twice in
the fourth quarter before Allen finished them off.
The Bucks ended a slide of six
straight losses against the Sixers.
"It was an incredible fourth
quarter by Ray. It looked like he
wasn't even hitting the rim," coach
George Karl said. "We've blown
some big leads against Philly, so
this was a big win for us. We
have a tendency to freeze up sometimes when we have big leads,
but we played through it."
plenn Robinson added 19 points
and Sam Cassell had 17 for the
Bucks, who won their fifth in a
row and sent the Sixers to their
second straight defeat.
Allen scored 17 of the Bucks
final 23 points and finished 17of-23 from the field with six 3pointers, nine rebounds and seven
assists. The Bucks (35-20) maintained a five-game lead over Charlotte in the Central Division and
pulled within four games of conference-leading Philadelphia (4216) in the loss column.

"This was a big step in the
right direction for us," Allen said.
Allen Iverson finished 8-for-27
from the field for 26 points but
missed 14 of his first 16 shots.
Mutombo, who received a warm
ovation from the crowd of 20,324,
finished one point shy of his season high. Seven of his 16 rebounds
came on the offensive end.
Jazz 99, Hawks 82
Karl Malone had 21 points and
eight rebounds and John Stockton
added 14 points and 10 assists for
Utah.
The Jazz won for the fifth time
in six games and beat Atlanta for
the seventh straight time at the Delta
Center.
Bryon Russell scored 13 points
and Donyell Marshall, Olden Polynice and Danny Manning each had
10 for the Jazz, who received double-figure scoring from six players.
Jason Terry scored 22 points
for the Hawks, who lost their
fourth straight and finished a sixgame road trip with a 2-4 record.
Utah has held its opponents to

Sosa reports to camp
He's also filled a sold iii heroMESA, Ariz. (AP) — Let Gary
hungry Chicago, which still hasn't
Sheffield pout and demand a trade.
gotten over Michael Jordan's retireFrank Thomas can sulk all he wants
ment and has never quite warmed
and skip workouts in hopes
to Thomas.
reworking his contract.
Everywhere Sosa goes. he's greetSammy Sosa is going to be all
ed by shrieks of "SAM-MEE!," and
smiles, hugs and heart taps while
the fans in Wrigley Field's right
his agents try and negotiate the confield bleachers adore him.
tract extension they've been work"At the end of the story, I feel
ing on for almost a year now.
pretty good about the fact that Sammy
"I have a good feeling everything's
will be here because Sammy wants
going to be OK," a smiling Sosa
to be here," said Tom Reich, one
said Monday after reporting to the
of Sosa's agents. "He's had quite
Chicago Cubs' spring camp — fashan affair here with the town and
ionably late as usual.
with Cub fans."
"I came here to play baseball.
But many fans are growing weary
That's my philosophy. Whatever hapof multimillionaire athletes asking
pens after that happens."
SAMMY SOSA
for more money, and not even Sosa
Sosa is looking for a long-term
Arrive in Cubs camp
is exempt.
extension to his $42.5 million, fouryear contract that expires after this season. He has
He heard a smattering of boos at the Cubs Con
vention earlier this month, and there have been crit179 home runs in the past three years.
He had one of his most productive seasons ever ical letters in the local papers.
Sosa is believed to be looking for a six-year deal
last year — a league-leading 50 homers, 156/RBIs
and a career-high .320 batting average — despite that would pay him $20 million a year. while the
being distracted by contract talks and a near trade Cubs want a four-year deal for between $17 million and $18 million per season.
in May and June.

HURRY!Limited Time Offer.
The Only Satellite TV System You Get

FREE
With Free Installation.

$39"Per Month Is All You Pay
Get a free dish Network digital satellite tv system
(Model 3822/3922) and free basic Professional
Installation through March 31,2001. Just subscribe
to America's Top 150, the best value in TV entertainment for only $39.99/mo.
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SCHEDULE
TODAY
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• Freed-Hardeman vs Murray St,
Reagan Field - 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
OVC Tournament
• Murray State vs. Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn. - 5:30 p.m.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
Fourth District Tournament
• Murray vs. Calloway County
Jeffrey Gymnasium - 6 p.m
MEN'S BASKETBALL
OVC Tournament
• Tennessee St. vs. Murray St
RSEC - 7:30 p.m.
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Calloway County vs. Murray
Jeffrey Gymnasium - 7:30 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Slate Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL POLLS
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school basketball polls, with first-place votes,
records, total points and previous rankings.
281
(9)BOY
90
1
1. Lou. Ballard
81
2
2 Louisville Male
25-2
3
70
23-3
3. Madisonville-NH
4
63
4. Louisville PRP
22-3
44
5
23-3
5 North Hardin
24
20-6
8
6. Bowling Green
21-4
10
7 Graves County
20
17
10
8. Madison Central 20-7
7
16
9. Louisville Moore 21-6
10
24-4
10. Pad Tilghman
Qthers recng_ voles, Owensboro 8 Bell
Co 8. Lou Fairdale 7 Henderson Co. 6,
Rowan Co 5 Newport Central Catholic 4,
Cawood 4. Russell 4 Simon Kenton 3.
Paul Blazer 3, Covington Catholic 2, Magot-

tin Co 2, Corbin 2. Lexington Catholic 1,
Mayfield 1.
GIRLS
1 Jackson Co. (8) 28-1
89
1
61
2
2 West Carter
21-2
4
23-3
60
3 Shelby County
3
4 M'berg North (11 23-3
59
5
24-5
51
5 Lou S Heart
23-4
32
6 Boone County
24
7 Hart County
19-9
14
23-4
9
8 Leo Catholic
14
25-4
(tie) East Carter
10
13
10 Lou. Present.
20-6
Others receiving votes' Lex. Henry Clay 11.
Graves Co. 9, Henderson Co. 8, Lou
duPont Manual 7, Lone Oak 7, Somerset
5, Lincoln Co. 5, Johnson Central 5, Marshall Co 4, Lou. Moore 4, Leo Paul Dunbar 4, Oldham Co 3. Union Co 3. Chris1-an Co 2, Mayfield 1

SPORTS BRIEFS
Youth baseball, softball signups scheduled
The Murray Galloway County Youth Baseball and Softball Association will
hold signups for the 2001 baseball and softball seasons Thursday and Friday from 3-6 p m and Saturday from 9 a m. to 2 p m in the Wal-Mart parking lot
Players ages 5-18 can sign up for baseball and girls ages 6-20 can sign
up for softball The association's monthly board meeting will be held following Saturday's registration period
For more information, call the Murray-Calloway County Parks office at 7620325 or David Taylor at 753-9251

READ ACROSS
AMERICA
Friday, March 2
"Breakfast to Bedtime"
Help us emphasize the importance of reading
with our elementary and younger children.

A Green Eggs & Ham Birthday Breakfast
will be presented by City and County Food Service
Programs at all elementary and preschools. We would like
each child eating school breakfast that day to receive a
book in celebration of Dr. Seuss' birthday.

Satellite
500 N 4th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-726-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Avenue
Pans, TN 38242
1901) 642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Valid major credit card and 12-month commitment required.

✓

less than 100 points in 17 straight
games and has won 18 of 22.
Trail Blazers 95, Rockets 89
Rasheed Wallace scored 20 of
his 27 points in the second half,
and Damon Stoudamire shot 4for-7 from 3-point range and added
18 points in Portland's win at
Houstlin.
Steve Francis had 14 points and
nine assists for the Rockets, who
had won four straight. Hakeem
Olajuwon had 16 points and 11
rebounds for Rockets.
The Trail Blazers took the lead
for good on a I6-foot jumper by
Steve Smith.

mate, Dale Earnhardt Jr., out of the race. The
younger Earnhardt came away with minor
bruises in a wreck eerily similar to the one
that killed his famous father.
"It's been a tough week and this is a dream
finish," Park said. "Dale's gone, but he's not
forgotten, and he's going to be with all the
DE1 drivers the rest of the year."
This win was in doubt until the last quarter-mile.
"I saw Bobby starting to catch me. I put
a block on him to try to win this thing." Park
said. "I'm just glad it was him. He's won
this race. ... If it wasn't him, we probably
both would have wrecked. But he checked up
and he gave me the opportunity to win, and
I want to thank him."
Labonte, wearing his Earnhardt hat, said
the finish could have been different if he hadn't backed his Pontiac off at the end.
"If I had been wheel-to-wheel with him,
that would have been different," Labonte said.
"But I had my left front on his right rear, so
I wasn't far enough up to make a good enough
challenge. It was all good racing, that's all it
was.
"I got up on the outside of him a little bit,
and we were both slipping and sliding with
that many laps on tires."
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PLEASE DONATE ANY
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
(New or Lovingly Used)
Books may be dropped off at thefollowing locations:
*North Elementary
*East Elementary
*Southwest Elementary
*New Life Christian Bookstore

*Calloway County Public Library
*The Book Rack (DRiciandshorrIng( enter)
*The Bookmark
*Murray Ledger & Times
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CUSTOM WEAR...Parent Khalid Mandeel explains the purpose of the traditional dress of Saudi Arabia to Judy Tucker's world cultures class at MMS.

WHY OR WHY NOT?...MMS seventh-graders Peggy Ray and HOT HAND...Murray Middle art student Natasha Garland
Charles Costello prepare to debate on holding sports prac- dips her hand in hot wax to prepare a casing for a plaster model.
tices during the school day.

RUNNING OUT OF TIME...MMS Tiger Tracks editor Mackenzie Hoffman works on a design for a yearbook page. Feb.
28 is the last day to order yearbooks.

POINTS.. Sixth-graders Colleen McCoy and Amy White tally
up the number of box tops contributed for the student
council fund-raising project at MMS.

HELPING...MMS fourth-grader language teacher Sherri Bazzell
helps students revise and edit their personal narratives for
their writing portfolios.

OM,

ENDANGERED SPECIES...East Elementary students display
their habitats as part of a study on endangered species.

PRETTY AS A DAISY...CCHS students work on daisy arrange- SHAPING UP...CCHS math students display their polygon
posters as part of their math class.
ments as part of their floral design class,

READING FOOD LABELS...North Elementary students work
with Ginny Harper. 4-H extension agent. on learning to
read labels.

CENTER TIME...Calloway County Preschoolers Taylor Black,
Austin Jones and Jessica Nunez act out different careers
in the dramatic play area.

ROWDY PARTNER...
GOT YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN LATELY? #

k
f 1/2

WHAT GOES WHERE?...Calloway County Preschooler Logan
Parrish uses his thinking skills at the manipulative table
during center time.

WAWA
THIS WEEK'S

Frames Gotten
A Little
1,
Cutdated?
.•

SPECIAL

Price

See Ow:.
7‘e
Setecticut
..eareat Seeite4 Tit
eowee

Eyebrow Arch
Checkfor weekly special...

Etieweetat

1
604-1/2 Broad St. Ext.
Murray, KY

7a4Aiost

Frames By:
*Maui Jim
*Oakley
sCazal
'Ralph Lauren,
and more!

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St.

Dr. Kerin M. Adams

759-2500

•
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270-753-1916

CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

WA

Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day • 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Wethin 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
060

160
Home Furnishings

Notice

Help Wanted

MISS Kentucky American
Teen/ Preteen/ Princess
Scholarship Pageant for
girls 3-20. Free video &
brochure 800-664-6851
No make up allowed for
young girls (3-12).

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experience necessary
Earn
$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly during the week in
many areas No COL? 15
day CDL training program
available Call today 1800-242-7364

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Personals
gentleman
RETIRED
seeks relationship with
younger female. Send
photo, phone no., interests
to Ken Clark P.0 Box 774
Murray, Ky 42071-9998.
050
WM and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
AURORA BBQ & Harring
top's Lake Stop (BP) in Au
rora now taking applica
tons Apply in person
A national leader in healthcare is now accepting applications for an Accounts
Receivable Representative. Office and computer
skills a plus, but will train if
necessary Starting salary
58.00/hr. with competitive
benefits
Send resume to:
PO Box 1040-F
• Murray, Ky. 42071
ABSOLUTELY Free Info!
Earn online income'
$2000 - $5000/month
www.earn-it-online.com
ABSOLUTELY FREE
INFO'
Own a computer?
Put it to work!
$350-S1000/week
www extremewealth net
COMING SOON
Hutchen's Bar-B-Q Apply
at 1617 State Road 121
North Formally Hickory
Log Bar-B-Que Apply in
person Monday- Friday,
9am- 4pm
ACT Now!
Work from home
Earn $500 to $3800
PT/FT
Full training provided
1-800-345-8343
%MAN nornebusrnessinc con

FULL Time Heavy Equipment Service Technician
needed Experience preferred but not required
Must have your own tools
Competitive wages and
excellent benefits package Please send responses to, P.O Box 1040-E,
Murray. KY 42071.
HOMEBASED business
Quote from Jim Miles,
Senator of State North
Caroline The finest financially opportunity you will
ever have. Legitimate.
Excellent, ingenious Local
Rep needed 1-800-2332432
LOCAL Company accepting resumes for Sales and
Services Position range
from Cellular Phone to
Electronics Sales Salary
plus commission Two
Service Tech positions
and office equipment
Service Techs must have
had a mechanical and
Electronics background.
Send resume to. PO Box
938, Benton, Ky 42025
MANGEMENT/
stylist
needed for Murray salon
Must be dependable &
professional Great pay
call for interview 901-6410511
NEEDED part-time tender
drivers & spray coupe operator. Apply at Royster
Clark, 204 W. Railroad
Ave., Murray.
NOW taking applications
for afternoon & weekend
work Part-time @ Discount Tobacco City in Mur
ray & Hazel Apply in person it Cash & Carry 621
S. 4th St
PT/FT Resort housekeeping. If you take pride in
your ability to proved,
Quality cleaning, and are
willing to do a various of
functions. We need your
help. Call Susan
(270)436-2345
DRIVING CAREERS
START HERE
We need over 300 entr)level drivers this month
EXPERIENCE
NO
REQUIRED. We represent over 40 trucking
companies. You choose
which one. Tuition assistance available for inex
perienced.

CDL DELIVERS
1-800-260-0294

FORTUNE 500 COMPAN 1 NEEDS
4(1 s TOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
Earn S35K - S44)K or more set.% icing Established
accounts and opening new Accounts,. You u ill
receive in 'lass expense paid training %kith guaran
teed income to start Complete benefit package
Call 759-5910
1001 a.in. - (1110 p.m. today & tomorrosiink
Ask For Mr. Johnson
FOE/ME

Hawkins Research,Inc.
has immediate openings for
sales/technical support of
PowerClaim property adjusting
software. Applicant must he self
moti‘ated and trust‘‘orth.
Some mei el pos..ible.
Bring resume to I 304-L Chestont
Street, Murray or e-mail to
galeOPpowerelaim.com.

HELP WANTED
Sportsman's Boat Works hiring boat motor
mechanic, qualified to work on EvinrudeJohnson Outboards, OMC, Mercruise.r
Stern Drive and knowledge of Mercury
Outboards helpful. Very busy shop located
at Hwy. 68 on Jonathan Creek Please
send resume - work expetiPnce to
Sportsman s Boat Works 1,'800 11 r; I 1 wy
08 E., Benton. KY 42025.

SERVICE Tech Full time
position Mechanical ability
required Apply in Person
between 4 & 6 pm
Quit( Lube Plus
607N 16th St
SPORT MAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
hiring for the 2001 season
as follows: Store ClerksFull time position and part
time-computer skills, cash
register, office machines in
general.
Outside
MaintenanceFull time. All positions
must be able to work some
weekends and holidays
with rotating schedule and
in good physical health, retirees welcome. Call weekdays only, between 9:00 to
400 for interview and lob
application 270-354-6568
Located on Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek.
TAKING applications for
all positions Daytime &
night-time No phone calls
please Apply in person at
Sonic-Drive-in
217 S 12th St Murray
WAITRESS
COUNTER PERSON
At Pam's Deli & Cakes
Apply at 410 Main Street
WANTED
Experienced
Waitress & Cook Nights
only. Apply at The Shed
Cafe, Dexter, Ky.

eq ,244441
loll 04101125E
We're seeking a fun,
energetic person to
work in an upbeat
clivironment. Part-time
position available.
Apply in person

liertErner
1608 Hwy. 121 North

CERTIFIED in home
Daycare Provider
Has openings
all shifts
767-9762
LIKE someone to do the
cleaning?
Contact me Jessica at
436-5772
Free estimates- referral
upon request

• We pay cash
Old toys antiques,
collectibles, fishing tackle,
advertising 270-759-3456.
3.000-4.000 BTU small
gas home heater (vented)
489-2741
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
FROST free refrigerator
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters, good used carpeting, storm windows 7534109
WANTED
Riding mowers, go carts &
4 wheelers that need
work
436-2867

54- RCA TV $1,000 oak
bedroom set, very nice includes 4 poster bed,
dresser wmirror. hi-boy, &
Serta mattress, $1600,
large antique kitchen table,
$400, couch & loveseat
w/built-in recliners, $600,
end tables $125
436-2621
COUCH, loveseat, and recliner. $225 00 489-2370
Firewood
FIREWOOD
$35 delivered
Call 437-4718
FIREWOOD $30-540 rick
759-4959
FIREWOOD for sale 753
4109.
Mttsical

150
Articles
For Sale
Dish Network 2 Receivers
$49.99 Installed Call or
come by
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N 4th St
759-0901
LP. GAS REFILLS
Special
20Ib cly $7 95
100lb cly $37 95
Winter Close out
New 100lb LP cyl $6900
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389
OLDER color TV Call
759-9215, ask for Sherry
ROOFING SALE
$1200 per square Odd
lots and discontinued colors Limits quantities
Myers Lumber,
500 S 4th Street, Murray
(270)753-6450
SCHWINN Air- Dyne (like
new) for sale Alfred D'Angelo wedding dress Size
6 Call 753-0822
TANS-YOU
SunTana
commercial, 24 bulb tanning bed Just replaced
bulbs $1,250 080 Call
after 500 759-1204

WANT ADS
WORK

It Takes a Village

ELLINGTON piano olde
upright Cal' 753-7474

1993 Buccaneer 16x80
wicovered front & back
porch, w/attached 2 car
carport & storage building,
on 2 acres Kirksey area
489-2945
MOBILE home moved
Licensed and Insured
(270)437-4608
Mobile Homes For Rent
1BR All electric on private
of in Murray
$190 renVdeposit
753-7953
2BR. 8 miles north
$250 +deposit. 753-8582.
7 miles east of Murray
Linzy Bean resident Call
436-2582
HAZEL 2br. appliances
References, lease, & deposit 492-8526.
LARGE 2br $265/mo
753-6012
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $1001mo 753
6012
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
109
Business Rentals

CHILDCARE CENTER,INC.
1406 B North 12th Street at The Village
Bus. Tel: 270-762-0210(Leave Message)
Home Tel. 759-2385

Office Space

OPENING SOON!

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

Now accepting enrollment for children ages 6
weeks to 12 years of age. We will have extended
hours of operation:
5:30 am to 12:30 a.m Monday-Friday
Owners Melanie and P.m-a( sa Miller
\
s \
N (Ask us about our GROSS MOTOR ROOM'),/
120
Contputers

III Appliances
[

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE,
New Hardware. Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
VisaJ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759 3556

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
765-1715
BRAND new side by side
Maytag refrigerator $850.
new Kenmore dishwasher
5300 new whirlpool dryer
$250. Kenmore washer
$75 436-2621

Computer Services
-Factory Authorized PC Repair
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
-Business Systems/Point of Sale Systems,
Medical, Retail, Farm
Thlephone Systems from Mitel
Web Site Development
New PC's/Online Store/Accessories
IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Service
i'artner, Macs too!
\fcAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
Aorage Networks/optical drives
1-270-489-2666
hDp:11www.netromindustriercrom
Greg Dowdy

130
Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Midas
Court Square • Murray

Appliances
t.LECTRIC Signature cook
top stove $75 00 Call 4748340 leave message
FRIGIDAIRE stack washer
R. dryer Excetlent condition $600 759-5502
KENMORE washer 8 dryer $15000 trim 75356q7

Various size units
753-9621

$230 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classified.s go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads.
500

Apartments For Rent

ACROSS street from MSU
DOG Obedience
1B/R apt for lease plus
Master Trainer
deposit No pets' Has
436-2858
Wit), stove, refrigerator FOR Sale
Registered
For appointment call Larry English Setter puppies
Rogers 767-9230 or 753- "Tricky Dick" Champion
3734
blood line $200 Call 270APARTMENTS for rent 247-5222
PAIR of big Oscars $50
Close to campus 753436-2099
5980 or 753-1203 after

Used Trucks

Used Cars

Ii Supplies

1996 Infiniti G20 by Nis- 97 Chev Ext cab 3rd
san 4dr,, 5sp , warranty door Day 441-5143 after
4pm 489-2308
49,xxx miles. $9.900
270-527-3773
1996 Mazda B2300 SE
Boats & Motors
Red, 100,xxx manual
$5000 00492-8611
20FT Vision, 1987 mode
1997 Mercury Tracer LS 4
with 1989 Johnson 150GT
door, green. auto, air bag.
& Johnson trolling motor
ABS, AM/FM cass 72,xxx
New batteries custom
miles $4500 OBO
wheels
new stainless
753-4690
steel raker prop $6,500
83 Mazda RX7, 88,000
Looks & runs great Day
miles sunroof, 5 speed
270-522-5513, Evens 270with rotor motor $900
522-7299
0130 Call 437-3144
EXTRA car need to sell[530
Services Offered
1989 Oldsmobile, white
2dr
Cutlass
Calais,
113,xxx miles, automatic,
sunroof, radio/cassette.
air/heat Good condition
All Major Appliances
Asking $150000
and Most Major Brands
753-8393
GREAT CAR!
On The Square • Murray
MERCEDES 300 SD
1270) 753-1713
Leather, sunroof, climate
control, memory seating,
new tires, brakes, power A time to .ake Care CJI your
home Affordable work
everything.134,000 miles.
Mint condition. Garage done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
kept
porches, decks, roofing,
$6,000 080
siding, concrete, fences,
767-0062
furniture design, and restoMUST Sell
•1993 Jeep Cherokee 4x2. ration. Free Estimates
Automatic, 77K miles. Ask- 753-4380
ing $5,200. 0.8.0.
A-1 Tree Service
•1992 Cadillac Seville
Stump Removal
STS Loaded 69K miles.
492-8737.
Asking $9,200 0.8.0.
437-3044
Call
after
753-0851
Free Estimates
6.00pm

5pm
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
Real Estate
central gas H&A, appliances furnished. W&D. 1yr
HALEY Professional
lease, 1 month deposit. No
Appraising
pets. 753-2905
270-759-4218
EXTRA nice 2br.. 1 bath
"For What It's Worth"
w/ carport, appliances fur440
nished, W./D. 1yr. lease, 1
Lots For Saki
month deposit No pets.
753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br 1 5 bath (2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
townhouse appliances fur- North, Murray 753-1967
nished, W/D central gas LOTS for sale Starting at
heat air. 1yr. lease, 1 $11,000 Price includes
month deposit No pets
water. septic & driveway
753-2905
Also land home packages
FORREST View Apart- 270-437-4838
ments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
[
121111 Acreage
for 2br townhouses, basic
et
rent $315/ month Office
10 Acres, north of Murray
Hours, 10- 2 M-F Call
753-6384
753-1970 Equal Housing
7
acres between Hazel
Opportunity
NICE large 2br. 1 bath, All and Providence $5,000
appliances included, with per acre 492-6222.
WANTS TO BUY
extra room for office or
OLD FARM
storage large kitchen and
OR ACREAGE.
bath with large deck
(901)610-0039 Days
759-4814
(901)934-4090 Nights.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $230
2BR From $323
3BR brick with many up
Call Today!
dates, large remodeled
753-8668.
kitchen 7mi from Murray.
Will consider lease to own
Southside Manor Apts.
with a down payment
1, 2 & 3br apts
436-2621
Section 8 housing
753-8221
5 acre parcel of land and
EHO
3br house within restricted subdivision on Robert-We Tote The Note"
son Rd South Call 753For Rant
Irvin
Cobb Dr., Paducah, KY
2095
9250
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
2 8 4br Houses
bath, red brick, double lot,
Lease & deposit required
town edge Consider leas753-4109
630
ing with option to buy/ lim2 br No pets Lease and
Services Offered
Vans
ited owner financing Call
deposit required 753-0728
753-4109
after 4 00 PM
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
EXTRA nice. 3br 2 bath 1997 Chrysler Town &
2BR. 1 bath Stove, refngCountry LX Silver all pow- Decks Home Additions,
home, 700 Nancy Dr
erator, water included 257
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
(Woodgate area) Large er, rear air, quad seats
Tobacco Road $400 per
Garages, Carports, Pole
new tires & brakes
lot Family neighborhood
month, deposit required
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Owner relocating 759- $11 200 0 0 489-2945
753-1159
Fencing Hardwood Floors
1770
Installed & Finished Quali28R, stove. refng C/H,,A HOUSE and 20 acres on
ty Workmanship Affordain Murray Deposit, ref , Airport Road 5 year old,
ble Rates Licensed
492-8594 $375/mo No 1792 Sq Ft 3br, 2 bath,
753-7860 753-9308
pets Avail Mar 1
$155.000 753-0530 or 1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
Hauling,
AFFORDABLE
clean.
sharp.
AC
PS,
318
at
Photos
3BR brick. washer/dryer 489-2887
auto $3.800 OBO 489- tree work, cleaning out
hook-up, garage and car- www angetfire corn14y24-iicehouw
sheds, gutters, etc
port. 4 miles from town, no HOUSE on 9 acres. 3 2296
436-2867.
inside
pets, available miles North on 641 on Be- REDUCED
Must
Sell
ALL Carpentry Service
full
bath
thel
2
Road
2br,
March 1, references and
1994 F-350 Crew Cab duFrom Foundation to
deposit. 753-5452 leave with log cabin and several ally 7 3 turbo diesel auto
Finish
out buildings. C/H/A, large
message
loaded 59,xxx miles, ex18Yrs experience
screen in deck, all fenced
3BR, 2 bath Also Mothercellent condition $16,500
New Construction.
in $91,000
in-law quarters
Call 382-2325 after 6pm
Remodeling. Repairs*
Call 753-8350
2000 Gatesborough
Concrete Work
Call Mur-Cal Realtv
AGC Certified
753-4444
435-4272
•4BR house 2 baths, [,
ALL
Carpentry,
For Sale By Owner
ty. 2 car garage/openef
Electrical.
allowed/deposit
pets
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
Home building additions
$750/mo +deposit
remodeling Rotten floors
city
water
of
living
space
•
C/H/A
•
ft.
3.400
sq
•1br apt $350/mo
sagging roofs Home &
•Rent both for $950
8, cable • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage • master
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
753-4153.
bedroom suite • large great room • fabulov
References Call Larry
CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath, cen
Nimmo
kitchen with island cooking station • formal
tral H/A. quiet neighbor
753-9372 753-0353
dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths • ANTENNAS
hood $500 mo plus secur
Including
ity deposit Call Marg 759
oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
5534W 753-1586 8-2
amplifiers, and accesso527-5460 or 354-8966
ries
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Storage Rentals
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
YOU SHOW US:
& Satellite,
$20-$40 On Center Drive
•Average credit (not perfect)
500 N 4th St, Murray, KY
Behind Torn's Grille
•Steady income history
270-759-0901.
759-4081

WE SERECE
Ward-Elkins

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.

270-443-8030

NEW HOME

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

182 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt stove. refrigerator, D/W. W/O, Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
NORTHWOOD
storage
270-436-5496
presently has units availa1BR. some utilities paid
No pets' $220 a month ble 753-2905 or 7537536
767-9037
1BR apt near campus W
stove, refrigerator Water
Neon Beach
sewer. trash included
-Storage
Mini
W&D hook-up $275/mo
No lease Call 759-3738
All Size Units
1BR like new. appliances
Available
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR Low utilities No pets
$195 a month 753-3949.
2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR. Near MSU. New car
3105 4th St
pet. paint & wallpaper
Office Building
C/H/A. $325 Also 2br.
753-4703
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
3BR, 2 bath Downstairs
Pets I Supplies
$400./mo 489-2298'
4br • Townhouse
2 AKC Pugs left Make of
Coleman RE 759-4118
er 753-0600

Global Mortgage Link

WE SHOW YOU
•100'4 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

753-3853

1990 NISSAN Maxima
Good Condition
$3,800 OBO
759-1111
489-2544
(Debra)
1995 Ford Escort stationwagon Auto, new tires.
excellent condition 7594476 after 5PM
1995 Pontiac Gram Am,
air, Am/Fm cassette Last
week to bid 753-7474

BACKHOE 8 TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON S Lawn Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

290-759-4979
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Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

4iitivno-csuria gieltrime
Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
•Well Pumps
'Water & Sewer Lines
•Water Heaters
Repairs
- Big or Small
•All
Remodeling
•New or

270-759-0610
KY. Master Plumber 6059

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

Metal RoofingMetal

for houses, barns & sheds.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Home Improvement

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate

Flooring

'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Mus...all other home improvements

JOE SMITH CARPET

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

rra7-rz=7"311"3"13 c)ther's
=Moving —

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

*CUSTOM HOMES
'PRAY PAINTING
!'KESSI (.! f.1NING
•AATI

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATl\cc
•MULTISPEC
'

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATI'S
F1'11 Si I'sSURED OWNFR• JIM OSRI .P

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
"Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivewa,s
David Borders

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb'

Interior & Decorative Painting

Phone (270) 759-4734

Lamb Brothers
tr•rlf Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-8907
LICENSED Si LNSURED

Free Estzmates

Tree Trimmlu

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Service

, Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pall, Lomb
Removal

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

71iitifie44/ Slarido,fri

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Lc

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial

"We Specialize in Cleaning'

•i;
.
r

• iblr15

LAKE LAND PAINTING

David's Cleaning
Services

We Service AllBrands
Ccrt

TYA Heat Pump Contractor License lik402182

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

P.- Rainbow Rooms
More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs•Stenciling
• Faux Finishes • Free Estimates
Gen i ece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

759-1552

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410

magnetite crystals formed in chains.
Friedmann said that on Earth
the bacteria that make magnetite
forms the material in chains and
that these chains are surrounded
by a membrane. Under the electron microscope, fossilized images
of both the chains and the membrane can be seen, he said.
"We see chains that could have
been formed only biologically." said
Friedmann. "There is no way you
could come up with anon-biological
explanation."
On Earth, some bacteria that
live on the bottom of lakes produce magnetite as a navigation
aide. The magnetic crystals act as
a sort of compass to allow the
bacteria to orient themselves as
they move along the lake bottom.
Friedmann said the bacteria
require an environment that is low
in oxygen. The built-in compass
"helps them navigate in the proper oxygen levels," he said.
Thomas-Keprta said the magnetite is "a bacteria fossil, sort of
like dinosaur bones."
She said magnetite could not
come from Earth organisms because
it was encased inside the meteorite in a carbonate mineral that
has been age-dated at 3.9 billion
years old.
Because of this age, said
Thomas-Keprta. "this is evidence
of the oldest life form ever found."
Mars now has neither standing
water nor a magnetic field, which
would prompt bacteria to make
magnetite. But experts believe that
the planet once had oceans, an
atmosphere and a magnetic field.
Thomas-Keprta said it was during
this period, billions of years ago.
that the bacteria lived and made
the magnetite found in ALH8400I.
Some researchers who rejected

VISA

minority of magnetites in this
rock."
the
Harvey.
Also.
said
researchers are concluding that the
selected crystals could be formed
only by a life process when there
is little research to support this.
"Their support for these magnetite crystals is that they have
never been found in a non-biological setting," he said. "It is in
my mind hasty to rule out another origin."
At 4.6 billion years. ALH84001
is the oldest of 16 meteorites found
on Earth and identified chemically as originating from Mars. Scientists believe that an asteroid
smashed into Mars 13 million to
16 million years ago and catapulted the Martian chunk into orbit.
It wandered in space for millions
of years and finally fell to Earth
about 13,000 years ago. It was
found on the Allen Hills ice field
in Antarctica in 1984 and has been
intensely studied since.

Knowles defends
Destiny's Child
NEW YORK (AP) — Yes, she's
the lead singer, but don't call her
a diva.
When people compare her to
The Supremes' Diana Ross. they
"don't mean it in the nice way,"
says Beyonce Knowles of Destiny's Child.
"They called me that because
I'm the lead singer, so they think

I'm a diva and go around kicking people out of the group."
Knowles, 19. tells CosmoGIRL!

in its April issue.
Once a foursome, Destiny's
Child is now a trio. Members have
come and gone and accused each
other of breach of contract.
"They were also calling us 'Survivor,' like the TV series, because
you have to figure out who's going
to last in the end." Knowles said.
The R&B group won two awards
at this year's Grammys, for "Say
My Name." which won best R&B
song, and hest R&B performance
by a group.
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DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DECKS, Roofing Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates, Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYWORK2 odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759

MOWING & yard work
For estimate
489-2308
PERSONAL Touch
Fencing, Landscaping,
and home repair
753-5904
RICK'S Roofing &
Repairs
Tear offs shingles
flat roots & metal
Free estimates
Call 270-437-4559

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming. leaf &
clipping removal dethatching. aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
•Additions, •Garage,
'Pole Barns.
'Vinyl Siding & Trim.
•Replacement Windows
'Decks,'Metal Roof•

FREE
PALLETS

FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional.
Residential. Commercial
or Industnal.
270-435-4645.

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

WANT ADS WORK

753-1916

Reagan aircraft
carrier will be
christened Sunday
NORFOLK. Va. (AP) — Former first lady Nancy Reagan has
a present for her husband on their
49th wedding anniversary Sunday:
She'll christen a $4 billion aircraft carrier in his name.
The ceremony will mark the
first time a carrier bearing the
name of a living former president
will be christened. Ronald Reagan turned 90 on Feb. 6.
President Bush will be the principal speaker at the ceremony.
"We received a very large birthday card with a big picture of the
entire crew and officers of the
new aircraft carrier that's being
named after Ronnie, and they all
signed it for him," Mrs. Reagan
recently told The Associated Press.
The Ronald Reagan is the ninth
Nimitz-class carrier constructed by
Newport News Shipbuilding, the
nation's only builder of nuclearpowered aircraft carriers.
Reagan will not attend the event.
He withdrew from public view
Nov. 5, 1994, with a poignant letter about having been diagnosed
with Alzheimer's disease. He is
recovering from a broken hip he

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

the 1996 study by the Johnson
Space Center scientists said they
are not convinced by the new evidence.
Ralph P. Harvey. a geologist
who has studied ALH8400I, said
the new conclusions are "hasty"
and should not be accepted without further study. '
"I don't think this report should
be considered as proof' that life
ever existed on Mars, said Harvey. but he did not totally reject
the Thomas-Keprta interpretation.
"The door is still open until
further evidence is rolled out."
said Harvey.
He said he is troubled that
Thomas-Keprta and her co-authors
found many crystals of magnetite
in the meteorite, but are reporting
only on those crystals that they
believe could have come from bacteria.
"All of the rest of the magnetites say 'No' to life," said Harvey. "They are focusing only a

Services Offered

suffered in a fall in January.
Some 20,000 spectators are
expected at the shipyard, which usually is closed to the public for
security reasons.
Mrs. Reagan will break the traditional bottle of sparkling wine
against the ship's hull and officially give the ship the name of
the nation's 40th president.
An aircraft carrier takes nearly
five years to build. The Reagan
is about 60 percent complete and
will undergo two more years of
construction, then join the Navy's
fleet in 2003.
Dozens of new technologies
were incorporated since the first
ship of its class, the USS Nimitz,
was delivered to the Navy in 1975.
Among the changes are a bulbous bow for improved flight operations, larger gear to land heavier
aircraft a relocated weapons elevator to improve safety and
weapons movement, and more
berthing spaces and facilities for
women.
The last carrier to be christened
at the shipyard was the USS Harry
S. Truman, on Sept. 7, 1996.

HOROSCOPES

Crystal proof of life on Mars
WASHINGTON (AP) — A controversial finding that a meteorite
from Mars might contain evidence
of life has been boosted by the
discovery of a magnetic crystal
that researchers say could have been
made only by a microbe.
In a study appearing Tuesday
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, researchers
at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston say a crystalized magnetic mineral called magnetite.
found in a Martian meteorite, is
similar to crystals formed on Earth
by bacteria.
"I am convinced that this is
supporting evidence for the presence of ancient life on Mars." said
Kathie Thomas-Keprta. an astrobiologist at the space center and
the first author of the study.
Thomas-Keprta said there is no
report of such magnetites being
formed by any but biologic means.
The magnetite crystal was found
in a Mars meteorite called Allen
Hills 84001. or ALH8400I.
Researchers at the Johnson Space
Center in 1996 announced that the
space rock contained microscopic
evidence of life, but their claim
has been dismissed by most other
researchers.
Thomas-Keprta said the new
study strongly supports the original claim and may even suggest
that there is still microscopic life
on Mars.
"If it existed there at one time.
we would expect it to exist today."
she said.
The new finding is supported
by a second paper in Proceedings.
E. Imre Friedmann. a biologist
at NASA's Ames Research Center
in Moffett Field. Calif.. said an electron microscope examination of
ALH8400I had found evidence of

Services Otfered

HAPPY BIRTFIDM for Wednesday.
Feb 28, 2001
Expand .sour honzons Learn to ask
questions when sou don't understand
Also, develop an ability to observe more
Your inquisitive mind separates you from
many Express your personality and
sense of humor more often Let others
get to know you If you are single. your
love life spices up this summer You
might meet Mr or Ms Right If you are
attached. you often appear to he at odds
with your significant other Learn to
communicate the essence of what you
feel, and you'll grow closer Dunng the
second half of 2001. you stoke the fires
of love TAURUS understands you

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive.
5-Dynamic.
3-Average. 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
**** You express an unusual ability
to sift through information and come to
excellent conclusions If you're stumped,
take a walk or do something that centers
you. Answers come forward Someone

seems to only add confusion. Tonight:
Pay bills
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Understand the role and
power of your magnetism — not that you
should only use charm to get your way'
you have talents and abilities that many
would covet Don't be hard on yourself
Build up your sense of well-being and
zoom in on what you want. Tonight
Whatever makes you smile
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** * You might he the source of more
problems nght now Assume a lower profile A boss or supervisor makes a
request Listen to ideas and follow
through Information might not be exact.
so double-check everything Tonight
Get some R&R
CANCER (June 21 July 22i
**** Confusion occurs when you
attempt to deal with your finances differently. You might not always like what
you hear Re-evaluate a change that surrounds an important goal Do not underestimate the importance of someone
close to you Tonight Take in a movie.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
*** Others have a lot to communicate,
especially when it comes to agreements
and money decisions You might need to
clanfy information A loved partner or a
dear fnend might mean well, even if the
facts and figures aren't exact Tonight
Check in on an older relative or fnend

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might not always be as
understanding with others as you could
be You are also very hard on yourself.
Relax and worry less about what is happening. Emphasize the positives in a discussion Don't Just look at the immediate Consider the long term Tonight:
Surf the Net
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Sometimes you find it difficult
to have a partner or associate work with
you Right now, the going is good and
this person happily participates_ You
need to test your ideas to make sure they
are based in reality. Worry less about
details. Clarify news. Confirm meetings.
Tonight Slow down and enjoy a loved
one
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
**** Realize that you might not
understand what another intends. Don't
get shy now! Ask questions and get
down to the basics Use your creativity
and your different resources to come up
with answers. Check details at home. See
what is going on with family. Tonight
Set up a better message system.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Work more diligently with
someone Sometimes you cause yourself
a problem where you don't need to
Carefully review a decision that involves
a partner or associate You two might
have very different ideas about what is
workable Keep talking Tonight Flow
with a change in plans
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your imagination holds the
key Others know. how ingenious you can
he. which is why they keep seeking you
out Brainstorm Straighten out confusion about funds Don't get discouraged
if it takes a while to get to the bottom of
the problem Tonight Play the night
away
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 181
*** Get down to basics when dealing
with another Consider an investment
carefully, especially if there is a high nsk
Involved You'll make sound decisions if
you take your time Check in with a family member or a roommate You might be
surpnsed by what he thinks. Tonight. Be
a couch potato
PISCES (Feb 19-March 201
***** Keep talking. and eventually
another will respond A partner or associate simply might he off kilter Make
calls and stay busy so you can eliminate
excess paperwork Confirm a meeting. or
you might he shut out Tonight- Buy a
plant or flowers on the way home
BORN TODAY
Actor Zero Mostel (1915). chemist Linus
Palling (1901)

r.
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have two herniated discs in my lower back. How long
does it take for medicine to ease the
severe pain in both my legs?
DEAR READER: In my experience,
the pain of ruptured discs is often difficult to control with medication. If
your discomfort is severe, you may
need narcotics for pain control. In this
case, improvement may be almost
immediate, although this effect is by
no means consistent. Narcotics may
reduce pain, but they do not eliminate
it entirely. What's more, once the
effects of the drugs have worn off, the
pain returns to its original level of
intensity.
You may get better mileage by
using combined therapy, such as medicine plus chiropractic manipulation
or intensive physical therapy. If this
approach is ineffective you should, in
my opinion, have MRI testing, which
will clearly delineate which spinal
nerves are being compressed and to
what extent. Should the nerve involvement be substantial, you may have to
consider surgery as yet another
option.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy you a copy of
my Health Report "Consumer Tips on
Medicine." Other readers who would
like a copy should send ;2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Because of an
underactive thyroid gland, I've been
on replacement for many years under
the supervision of an endocrinologist.
About a year ago, my white blood-cell
count dropped to the low 2000s but
then stabilized between 2500 and 3500.
Although my doctor seems unconcerned, I'm afraid that my immune
system might not be adequate to fight
infection or the count may indicate
the early stage of some disease. What
should I do?
DEAR READER: I suspect that you
have two different afflictions. First,
you have hypothyroidism for which
you take thyroid supplements. This
medicine is not likely to cause
leukopenia, a low white blood-cell
count. While some patients with thyroid deficiency have low counts, the
blood cells usually return to normal

DEAR ABBY

I:vels once the underactive thyroid is
corrected.
Your WBC count is certainly on the
low side. It should ordinarily range
from 4500 to 10,000 cells per cubic millimeter of whole blood. Although a
count of 2500 to 3500 may be normal
for you, it could reflect a problem with
your bone marrow, which may slow
production of blood cells in the presence of nutritional or vitamin deficiency, cancer, immune problems (such as
AIDS), chronic infection or toxic drug
reactions (from antibiotics, for example).
Ask your endocrinologist to explain
why your WBC count is low and
whether further testing might be a
prudent option. Depending upon
which blood cells (lymphocytes or
granulocytes) are affected, for
instance, an examination of your bone
marrow might be in order.
On the other hand, if you feel perfectly well and do not exhibit a tendency to infections of one sort or
another, you probably are safe to
monitor the situation with periodic
blood tests. The doctor can advise
you.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: My second husband, "Peter," is overly protective of
my daughter. "Joy" is 15, very pretty,
and popular with both girls and boys.
Joy has no contact with her biological
father. She calls Peter "Dad."
The problem is, Peter feels that
if Joy kisses or holds hands with a
boy, she should tell him (Peter) all
about it right away.
I have talked to Joy about sex.
She understands the facts of life.
She says she is not interested in
sex. She wants to go to college and
doesn't want to "end up" with a
baby, and have "no life."
I feel Peter is wrong not to trust
her, and Joy feels the same way.
I have mentioned this to friends.
They say that if he doesn't trust
her, he will lose her respect
and she will pull away. They
have a close relationship now. I
hate to see it ruined because he is
so distrustful.
Recently, Joy had friends over
for a party, and she did kiss a boy.
When Peter found out, he had a fit.
He claims she lied to him because
she didn't tell him right away.
Joy and I feel it is none of his
business. She didn't do anything
wrong. I've told her she can talk to
me any time about anything, and
she says she will. She also said she
thinks it would be better for her to
meet her male friends at her girlfriend's house so her stepfather
won't question her every time a boy
comes to our house.
I said no to that. What do you
think, Abby?
MARRIED TO
AN OVERPROTECTOR

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Colette Jones was named Miss
Black History Week Queen at Murray High School. She is pictured
with Principal Bill Wells and Phillip
Williams, retired special agent for
Secretary of Defense, and who
spent 20 years working for the Department of the Army, guest
speaker.
Births reported include a girl to
Carla and Daniel Jones, a boy to
Carolyn and Thomas Henson and a
girl to Sandra and Dwain Montgomery, Feb. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Thweatt
will be married 70 years March 5.
Twenty years ago
The two block section of North
17th Street between College Terrace and Hamilton Avenue, will be
opened for traffic next week. A
culvert has been placed in the creek
by the Murray Street Department to
allow this portion to be opened.
Paving of the street and building of
a concrete bridge with guardrails
are expected to be completed this
summer.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Driver, Jan.
22; a boy to James and Norma
Lampkins, Dec. 13; a boy to Craig
and Cindy Yates, Feb. 2; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Craig Evans
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Joseph, Feb. 17.
Thirty years ago
Murray State University Student
Council has voted lIto 5 to recontract with controversial civil rights
attorney William Kunstler to speak
in the MSU "Insight" Lecture Series.

everything has come about sole
ly because of one man's
generosity. But rather they
know that all people within
a country contribute to its
growth. I hope they work
toward the betterment of their
country and not contribute to
its downfall, and that they realize that all people are brothers
and sisters, and no people can
live without the other for long."
ANDREW L.JORDAN (1932-1991)
DEAR READERS: Andrew
Jordan was an extraordinary
African-American schoolteacher, the son of sharecropper parents in rural Mississippi. After serving as a "colored
soldier" in the early 1950s, he
got his higher education with
financial assistance from the
GI Bill and realized his dream
of teaching. When it became
known he was a civil rights
activist, he lost his job and
became unemployable in his
home state.
All of this — and much more
— is detailed in his biography,
"Civil Rights Childhood," beautifully written by his daughter,
Jordana Y. Shakoor. This excellent firsthand account of the
civil rights struggle is now in its
second printing, published by
University Press of Mississippi.
It is available in bookstores
everywhere. It is a sobering
reminder that the freedoms
many of us take for granted
came at a very high price.
*

DEAR MARRIED: Your husband is not overprotective. His
preoccupation with his stepAnnounce
daughter's interest in boys
is unhealthy.
your Wedding,
Peter may be jealous, and may
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Engagement,
fantasize about having sex with
his stepdaughter, or he may
or Social Event
remember how he used girls East dealer.
where South is in six spades. It
when he was a teen-age boy.
illustrates another version of a
Both sides vulnerable.
in the
Ask your daughter if Peter
"two-wayfinesse."Ifdeclarer thinks
NORTH
has ever approached her in a
/Murray Ledger
West has the missing king, he
J 94
sexual way and made her
leads the six and finesses the jack.
V A 85
c.G Times.
But if declarer thinks East
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promise to keep her mouth shut.
has the king, he leads the six to the
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5
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king or discarding a loser if East
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that children of all races everywhere will not assume that • 10 8 5 3
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diamond tricks either way.
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Pass
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fer
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case would be one in which de- low (it doesn't help him to cover).
tr`n.
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dummy has the K-10-3 ofthe same 12 tricks by discarding a heart.
suit. Declarer can make three Even if West wins the trick, detricks in the suit by taking a fi- clarer can later discard his losing
2-27
nesse in the right direction, bas- club on the jack of diamonds to
ing his decision on who he thinks secure the slam.
CATHY
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is more likely to hold the missing
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queen.
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NEVER 1,
Declarers who are successful nesse against West for the king. In
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SQUEAKY TOY WHILE YOU'RE
TURN YOuR most or all of the time in these that case, if the finesse lost, as it
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TO VIVIAN? If I RESPOND
BACK ON A
situations are frequently deemed would in the actual deal,East would
AND HE DIDN'T MEAN ME,
MAN WITH
by their opponents to be lucky." cash a heart to defeat the contract.
IT WILL BE HUMILIATING..
A DOG.
But
in many cases,luck really has Thus there is only one right way to
.I I DON'T AND HE DID,
take the two-way finesse, and neinothing to do with it.
IT WILL BE DEVASTATING...
Consider the North-South ther luck nor guesswork enters
diamond holding in today's hand, into it.
Tomorrow: To cover or not to cover.
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ACROSS
1 Phase
6 " to fetch
— — of
water'
11 Social
function
12 Get on
someone s
14 Physician
(abbr)
15 Entertainer
Carlos —
17 Agave plant
18 Cover
20 Grinding
machines
21 Statesman
for short
22 Glazes
24 "The Name
of the Rose
author
25 Actor Julia
26 He was the
voice of Mr
Magoo
28 Verdict
reading
30 — Vegas
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Dear Doy,This is to inform
you that you are one of the
finalists for this year's
AIIisy Hill Puppy Cup Award

ThE PA19/ 44111 PlIPPYCUP!!
I'VE BEEN NOMINATED FOR NE
PAI5Y FULL PUPPY CUP!!:

WHEEEEEE, gum Raz
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31 NFL player
32 Inscribes
words
35 America —
38 To sharpen
39 Longing
41 Unexpected
difficulty
42 Suffix
43 Publicity
people
(hyph
45 Chap
46 Sodium
symbol
47 Mild cheese
49 Family Dr
50 Seinfeld's pal
52 Heaviness
54 Unclean
55 Planets path
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enclosures
8 Mr
Parseghian
9 Roman four
10 Release
(2 wds
11 Extemporize
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By 'Hie Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Feb. 27, the
58th day of 2001. There are 307
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Ten years ago, on Feb. 27, 1991,
President Bush declared that "Kuwait is liberated. Iraq's army is defeated," and announced that the allies would suspend combat operations at midnight.
On this date:
In 1801, the District of Columbia was placed under the jurisdiction of Congress.
In 1807, poet Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow was born in Portland,
Maine.
In 1861, in Warsaw. Russian
troops fired on a crowd protesting
Russian rule over Poland; five
marchers were killed.
In 1922, the Supreme Court
unanimously upheld the 19th
Amendment to the Constitution that
guaranteed the right of women to
vote.
In 1933, Germany's parliament
building, the Reichstag, caught fire.
The Nazis, blaming the Communists, used the fire as a pretext for
suspending civil liberties.
One year ago: Texas Governor
George W. Bush's campaign released a letter to New York Cardinal John O'Connor in which the
Republican presidential candidate
said he deeply regretted "causing
needless offense" by making a
campaign appearance at Bob Jones
University, a South Carolina school
whose leaders had espoused antiCatholic views
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TODAY IN HISTORY

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

1 Out of
2 Banking
abbr
3 — station
4 Irish mans
name
5 Hudson and
Els

dUU

Roland Crider, 67, died of suffocation in a fire at his home at 403
North Second St. Feb. 25, according
to Max Churchill, Calloway County
coroner.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Williams
were married 63 years Feb. 23.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M. Jezik,
Feb. 20.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court in
session this morning raised the limit
of $7,200 on salaries of county officials to take effect for those elected
in the General Election Nov. 7,
1961.
Murray Civitan Club has started
selling tickets for the annual pancake day March 25 at Day & Nite
Cafe and Rudy's Restaurant. Proceeds will go to the School of New
Hope.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Dale Campbell.
Fifty years ago
The annual Brotherhood dinner
held each year in connection with
the Week of Compassion will be
Feb. 28 at 6 p.m. at First Christian
Church. The Rev. James A. Lollis,
minister of First Christian Church,
Bowling Green will be speaker.
In high school basketball games,
Calvert City beat New Concord,
Sharpe beat Murray Training and
Heath beat Almo. High team scorers were McLemore for CC, Rowland for New Concord, Darnell for
Sharpe. Hale for Murray Training,
McReynolds for Heath and Lockhart for Almo.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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end
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25 Tehran
money
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29 Vase
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nasal sound
33 A Reagan
34 Australian
city
35 Boxing
strategy
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37 Cairo's locale
40 River in
Germany
43 Female
relative
44 -- -do-well
47 Soviet
commune
48 Bone of body
51 Three toed
sloth
53 Amer soldier
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Safety key part of
transportation job
*Byars to leave
in July; Johnson
to take over
On cold snowy mornings for the last 10 years, Waker
Byars has been seen driving all over Calloway County
as early as 4 a.m.
"Just part of the job," he said of his position as transportation director for the Calloway County School
System. Byars oversees 43 bus drivers who transport
2,300 children over 650,000 miles every year.
This year, Byars will hand over those duties to Mike
Johnson, effective July 1.
Byars began his involvement with the county schools
as early as 1964 when he served as a PTO parent at
Hazel.
He served as a Calloway County Board member from
1975-1990 and then working in the transportation
department for the last 10 years.
When asked what he considers his biggest challenge,
he said the number one priority is "doing everything I
can to make sure each child is safe."
Safety is a real concern for Byars who has not had a
major injury on any buses since he has been transportation director.
But safety doesn't just happen. A tall trophy sits in
Byars' office as evidence of Calloway County's selection as the Most Improved Training Department for
2000.
Byars has qualified safety trainers on his staff who
give up nights and weekends to make sure every bus driver is trained. Trainers include Byars, Karen Swift,
Phyllis Hill and Bonnie Burkeen.
Byars gives Hill most of the credit for the award. Hill
and Swift not only train drivers, they also work in the

office helping Byars with the paperwork it takes to keep
the transportation department going, and both also drive
buses.
The transportation department is also in charge ot
keeping 63 buses and 20 other vehicles in running order.
Three mechanics service all the vehicles and fill in to
drive buses if needed since there are only three substitute drivers.
The bus garage is equipped with two-way radios that
keep constant communication going with Byars and his
staff. Byars doesn't want that to change.
"Our drivers know that if they need something I will
be there for them," he said.
Byars intends to help make the transition for the nev
director of transportation as smooth as possible.
No stranger to transportation either, Mike Johnson,
native of Almo, and a resident of Calloway County, is
"excited about working with everyone in the Callowa
County School System."
Johnson, who is presently self-employed, has worked
in the transportation field for 14 years, seven of tiros('
with Paschall Truck Lines.
Johnson has worked in "all aspects of transporta
tion," and "wants to make the transition as quietly a,
possible."
He and his wife Kathy, who works for the Murra)
Calloway County Hospital Day Care Program. havt.
been active parents in Calloway County High School
band programs and soccer teams.
Both of their daughters have grown up in the count,
schools. Their oldest daughter is a senior at UK an,1
their younger daughter is a senior at CCHS.
"All my encounters with the board and Dr. Salmon
have been positive," Johnson said.
Johnson will be working with the transportation
department this spring to learn the duties and become
familiar with the department until he officially begins
his duties July 1.

Programs to celebrate event
The Murray State University
TRIO programs will celebrate
National TRIO Day Feb. 28.
The staff in MSU's four programs will host a reception and
open house for participants, faculty,
staff and high school personnel to
show their appreciation and support
for the nation's TRIO programs
from 2:30 -4 p.m. in the TRIO
building, located on 16th Street
adjacent to the former National
Scouting Museum.
Because access and retention
services are an essential component
of the federal strategy to ensure
equal educational opportunity.
Congress established the TRIO programs more than 35 years ago.
These
programs
enable
Americans regardless of economic
circumstance, race or ethnic background to successfully enter college
and graduate.
TRIO programs are designed to
identify promising students, prepare
them to do college-level work,
strengthen math and science skills,
provide tutoring and support services to students once they reach
campus,and provide information on
academic and financial aid opportunities.
The TRIO programs at MSU
include Upward Bound (UB),
Student Support Services (SSS),
Educational Talent Search (ETS)
and Adventures in Math and
Science (AIMS). TRIO programs
focus on helping students to further
their education.
Funded through the U.S.
Department of Education, the programs are a part of the division of
student affairs at MSU.
Educational Talent Search,
directed by Odelsia Torian, serves
students in grades 6-12 in target
schools throughout the Jackson
Purchase.
ETS provides advisement, exposure and assistance to students with
potential for success at the post secondary level, but who may not recognize or understand their educational opportunities and options.
Monthly workshops are conducted at target schools on academic
survival skills, curriculum advisement, personal development,
careers, financial aid and scholarships, college and vocational/technical school requirements and ACT
information.
In addition, field trips to various
colleges, career and cultural sites.
and summer activities are also
offered to provide experiences that
supplement the program's curriculum.
All services are designed to
assist students in their educational
and career planning.
ETS also serves eligible adults
who want to pursue post secondary
education. Assistance is available to
help them to complete admissions
and financial aid applications, prepare for the ACT and help them to
understand
their
educational
options.
There are more than 323.541
Americans enrolled in 362 Talent
Search programs nationwide.
Student Support Services, direct-
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Murray State University prepares to celebrate National TRIO
Day with a proclamation Signing by Dr. Kern Alexander MSU
president. Shown with Alexander are MSU TRIO directors (from
left) Doris Parham-Clark AIMS program; Velvet Wilson, SSS program; Myra Yates, Upward Bound; and Odelsia Torian ETS program.
ed by Velvet Wilson, offers academic support services to Murray State
students to help them make the most
of their college careers.
Support services include tutoring, personal and career development workshops, academic advising
and financial aid counseling.
SSS also serves as a liaison
between students and their instructors and vocational rehabilitation
counselors.
SSS students who take advantage
of the services offered receive the
necessary assistance they need
when registering for classes,
improving academic standing and
choosing a career.
The overall program goal of SSS
is to increase the retention and graduation rates of eligible participants.
Students who participate in the
SSS program are more than twice as
likely to remain in college than
those students from similar backgrounds who do not participate in
the program.
Upward Bound, directed by
Myra Yates, serves high school students in the Jackson Purchase and
Trigg County areas.
Upward Bound prepares students
for college by offering opportunities
that help them develop academically, culturally, socially and personally.
Upward Bound prepares high
school graduates for their entrance
into college with a summer program
that allows them to familiarize
themselves with campus and concentrate on ACT preparation.
Graduating seniors enroll in
seven hours of college credit courses (English, communication and
freshman orientation classes) that
will transfer to the school they plan
to attend in the fall.
This summer will mark another
milestone for the program when
they will begin offering English 101
to UB students who have completed
their junior year of high school.
This allows them to be a step
ahead when they begin taking
English 102 the summer after their
senior year.

Tuition, books and fees will be
paid for by the program.
Those students who successfully
completed their junior and senior
summer classes will already have
earned 10 hours of college credit.
amounting to two scholarships totaling more than $5,000.
Adventures in Math and Science,
directed by Doris Clark-Parham,
was just added to the TRIO programs offered at MSU last year.
This program is designed to
enhance math and science skills of
students by allowing 50 high school
students per year to participate in a
six-week enrichment camp.
Participants must have a desire to
pursue a math or scienze career in
the future.
Participants attend classes in foreign language, literature, math, science, computers and fine arts.
The major emphasis of the curriculum is in the math and science
fields.
Students will have the opportunity to work with faculty on assigned
research projects during the program.
Field trips to such places as the
Hancock Biology Station, St. Louis
Science Center and Space Camp in
Birmingham. Ala.. are also part of
the curriculum.
Students in the AIMS target areas
of western Kentucky. southern
Illinois. northwestern Tennessee and
eastern Missouri are those that score
lower than the national average in
science and math.
The program is designed to
increase the knowledge level of students in those subject areas.
All of the TRIO programs work
closely together.
It is possible for students to benefit from all four programs as they
continue their education from middle school to high school and then
on to college.
Students learn a great deal from
participation in each program and
establish connections on the university campus.
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Hickory Woods residents enjoy a relaxing morning around the fireplace.

Residents of Hickory Woods Retirement Center participate in a
group exercise session. Residents enjoy many recreational activities
at the center

Health insurance
that fits your
lifestyle.

Nothing else looks or feels like home...but we come close.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

The Preferred 2000 Plans
from Fortis Insurance

Company
Check out the new Preferred 2000 plans!
These plans offer healthy people the chance to reduce their
premium rate. Preferred 2000 plans feature wellness services
to help you stay healthy and have the important benefits
you expect from a major medical plan.
11,

Find out how our Preferred 2000 plans can work for you by contacting:

McNutt
Insurance
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.
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Westside of the Court Square
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•
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Greg

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-8700

McNutt

See the insurance contract for complete details
nn plan benefits, limitations and exclusions
F nrtiS health includes health insurance products
issued and underwritten by Fortis Insurance Company
Fortis Health is based in Milwaukee WI
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Immune system
Murray Woman's Clinic fends
off illness
encourages screenings
Medical care has traditionally revolved
around the identification and treatment of
disease processes. Many women only
sought medical care when illnesses developed. Modern medicine, however, has
begun to focus more on the prevention and
early detection of disease. It is important for
all women to seek health care on a regular
basis so that proper screening and early
identification of problems can occur.
All women should schedule annual
screening exams with their health care
provider. It is important to inform the clinician of any factors that might increase the
risk of disease, such as smoking. Certainly,
it is important to discuss any family history
of disease. These risk factors will help
determine how often specific screening
exams should occur.
Cervical cancer is a good example of a
disease that can be prevented by careful
screening. Pap smear tests are the most
effective method for identifying abnormalities in cervical cells which could turn into

cancer. Since the 1940's, when the pap test
was first introduced, the death rate from
cervical cancer has declined approximately
75 percent. When abnormal cells are detected, they can be destroyed or removed
before they develop into cancer.
All women should begin pap smear
screening at age 18 or sooner if they
become sexually active. If any abnormal
cells should be identified, screening pep
tests will be performed as often as every
three months, to quickly identify a worsening disease process.
Not all diseases can be prevented however, the harmful effects of many illnesses
can be avoided by early detection. Take, for
instance, breast cancer. This disease has a
very high cure rate-up to 90 percent- if
diagnosed in the early stages. If left untreated, the disease often metastasizes and leads
to an early death. Unfortunately many
women are so frightened by this dreaded illness that they fail to undergo proper screening examinations. It is imperative that all

women practice monthly breast self examination (BSE)and report any change in their
breast immediately to their health care
provider. In addition to BSE. women should
have an annual breast exam by a skilled clinician.
Mammograms are used to screen the
breast cancer as well. Very tiny tumors can
be detected by mammography well before
they can be detected by physical examination. The American Cancer Society recommends a baseline screening mammogram
for all women between the ages of 35 and
40. A woman in her 40's should have a
mammogram every two years, or more
often if she is at increased risk. All women
50 or over should have an annual mammography performed.
Screen exams are an important part of
preventative medicine encouraged by
Murray Woman's Clinic.

A strong immune system will go a long
way in fending off viral and bacteria
attacks. The natural way to fortify yourself
is with anti-oxidants. According to Dr.
Richard Podell, clinical professor at New
Jersey's Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School. taking a nutritional treatment may
help cut winter flu outbreaks in half. Italian
medical researchers gave 130 men and
women an immune-stimulating nutrient, NAcetyl Cysteine (NAC). That winter, these
volunteers had only half the rate of serious
"flu" and other viral illnesses compared to
men and women who took a placebo. NAC
increases the body's reserves of glutathione.
an important immune system stimulant and
anti-oxidant
The Green Turtle Bay Vitamin Co. has
two powerful forces in its defensive line:
PowerVites energy, complex without stomach irritating iron (remember iron is an oxidant) and the herbal anti-oxidant
PowerMate containing both NAC and glutathione, as well as other serious immune
boosting herbs. Both formulas contain a
lactobacilli base which aids in nutrient
absorption and decreases bad bacteria proliferation For more information call (800)
887-8535 or.write P.O. Box 642, Summit.
N.J. 07901 or visit www.EnergyWave.com.

4116

Dedicated To Alaintaining
your Health

(Front) Sherry Freeman, A R.N.P, Dr. Gene Cook, M.D., Dr Conrad Jones,
M.D., Janice Thurmond, A R.N.P.,(Back) Dr. Lewis Drake, M 0,Dr Thomas
L. Green, M.D., Dr. Brent Boles, M.D., Dr. Dawn Deeter, M.D
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10C South flth St. Murray
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ft'l Wellness Lane, Draffenville
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Trigg County Hospital, Cadi7
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Murray, KY 42071
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Home's interior air quality Smoking
dangerous
essential for good health
to vision

Is your home's air quality important?
You bet. If you're like most Americans, you
spend up to 90 percent of each day indoors
and more than half of that time at home.
Indoor air can be more polluted than the air
outdoors, says the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Yet 85 percent of
Americans are unaware that the air in their
homes may pose a health risk, according to
an American Lung Association survey.
HOME AIR QUALITY CHECKLIST
Should you be concerned about the
indoor air quality of your home? Take the
home air quality checklist to see. Check all
that apply.
• Are you exposed to indoor air pollutants like mold, bacteria, pollen, animal
dander or tobacco smoke?
• Do you have dry air?
• Do you notice static cling and static
electric shocks in the winter?
• Do you have woodwork, wood furnishings, artwork, wooden musical instruments
or collectibles?
• Do you have moisture damage to windows and w,:,odwork?

• Does moisture condense on your windows when temperatures drop?
• Is black mold growing on any windowsills?
• Do you own pets?
• Do you have small children?
• Does the air indoors seem stale during
winter months?
If you checked one or more items you
should pay extra attention to the air quality
in your home. Fortunately, improving the
air in your entire home is easy with an
Enviracare Elite"' whole-house air ouality
system from Honeywell. The system consists of three products: The UV air treatment unit kills most airborne bacteria, the
air cleaner traps airborne particles passing
through it and the humidifier helps maintain
the right humidity level in your home to
minimize adverse health effects.
The result: Better air and increased comfort and peace of mind for you and your
family.
STEPS TO BETTER INDOOR AIR
Want to improve the air in your home?
Consider these five simple strategies from
Honeywell.

BIGGEST LOSERS
IN MURRAY!

• Control pollution at the source. Keep
windows closed, for example, during the
prime ragweed season to
prevent pollen
from blowing in. Ask smokers to step outside.
• Ventilate your home. Use exhaust fans
when you cook or shower. And refresh your
air with a whole-house ventilation system.
• Filter the air. A whole-house air cleaner filters impurities like pollen, pet dander
and other particles from the air that passes
through it.
• Treat the air. Bacteria and mold spores
can blow through the air in your home
every time your heating and cooling system
fan runs. An ultraviolet air treatment system
uses high-intensity, ultraviolet(UV)energy
to kill mold and germs in ductwork and on
air conditioning coils. Honeywell uses special UV lights that don't produce ozone.
• Maintain the right relative humidity —
between 40 and 60 percent in order to minimize adverse health effects. A whole house
humidifier automatically adds needed moisture to overly dry air.

Lighting up? Don't, if you want to preserve your vision, warns the American
Optometric Association (www.aoanet.org).
More and more studies are pointing to
the harmful impact of smoking on vision.
Did you know that smoking tobacco triples
the risk of developing macular degeneration? A serious eye disease, macular degeneration is the primary cause of vision loss in
older Americans. It results from changes to
the macula, a portion of the retina, which is
located on the inside back layer of the eye.
It is responsible for clear, sharp vision. And,
studies now show that cigarette smoking
also increases the risk of developing
cataracts. When the normally clear lens
within the eye becomes cloudy or opaque, it
is called a cataract. When the cataract
begins to interfere with daily activities, surgery is often recommended to remove it.
Besides the risk, to your eyesight, the
connection between smoking and several
diseases like cancer, heart disease and
stroke, is well known. If you have diabetes,
hypertension or heart disease, smoking can
increase complications related to the disease. Smoking also increases the risk for a
stroke.

Beauty begins with strong bones.
Find out if you're at risk for osteoporosis.

If your weight is standing in the way of the
lifestyle you want, we can help. Our healthy
weight-loss program is designed specifically
for you. We'll help you set a reasonable
weight-loss goal, then give you the tools you
need to reach it.
We offer the following personalized services
to help you look and feel your very best:
*nutritional plan
•exercise program
*personal counseling

50% of
JOIN NOW!
Offer Ends rrY)

Ask your doctor if a Bone Density Test
is right for you.

CALL NOW

767-0780
Mon Wed -Fri 8-5, Tues & Thurs 9-2
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Benefit of straight smile immeasurable
When should a child get braces'? Although individual problems determine the
best time to start orthodontic treatment,
the American Association of Orthodontists(AAO)recommends that every child
see an orthodontist at an early age. This
could be as young as 2 or 3, but should
be no later than age 7.
Many orthodontic problems are easier
to correct if detected early rather than
treating when jaw growth has slowed.
Cases that demonstrate the advantages of
early intervention can be found in most
orthodontic practices. Unfortunately,
many parents assume they must wait until
a child has all of his or her permanent
teeth, only to find out that treatment
would have been much easier if started
earlier.
"Early orthodontic treatment can have
a tremendous impact on a young person's
oral health and emotional well-being,"
said Dr. David Hamilton, former AAO
president. "We perform minor miracles
every day," he added. "Parents tell me
daily how much better their 7-, 8- or 9year-old children feel about themselves
because now they can smile, and classmates don't make fun of them. No child

should wait until reaching the teens to
feel good about his or her smile."
EARLY TREATMENT CAN PREVENT SERIOUS PROBLEMS DOWN
THE ROAD
Early treatment can eliminate the need
for more drastic measures. "Most bite
problems are inherited, and therefore
can't be prevented, but early diognosis
can help," Dr. Hamilton said. "Our primary goal is to correct severe problems
that, if let go, will be much more difficult
to correct later on in life."
Orthodontists may use one of several
orthodontic appliances designed to guide
bone growth. In some patients, early
treatment achieves results that may not be
possible once the face and jaws have finished growing. "Teeth move more easily
in younger kids," Dr. Hamilton said.
Although many people associate orthodontic treatment with adolescence, orthodontists can spot subtle problems with
jaw growth or with the teeth much earlier, while the primary or "baby" teeth are
present. Some of the more readily apparent conditions that indicate the need for
early examination include:
•early or late loss of teeth
•difficulty in chewing or biting

•mouth breathing
•thumb sucking
•crowding, misplaced or blocked-out
teeth
*jaws that shift or make sounds
•speech difficulties
•biting the cheek or the roof of the
mouth
•teeth that meet abnormally, or don't
meet at all
•facial imbalance
•jaws that are too far forward or back
•grinding or clenching of the teeth
EARLY DIAGNOSIS CAN PROVIDE PEACE OF MIND
Frequently, taking a child to the orthodontist results in a recommendation of
"let's wait and see," notes Dr Hamilton.
"We may simply want to check your
child periodically while the permanent
teeth are coming in, and as the jaws and
face continue to grow."
Detecting an orthodontic problem
early enables the orthodontist to determine the best time to begin treatment.
And, as illustrated by the patients of Dr.
Hamilton and Dr. Carpenter, early intervention can make the completion of treatment at a later age easier. Whatever the
orthodontic diagnosis, the AAO empha-

sizes the importance of keeping in regular
contact with the family dentist.
Orthodontists are uniquely qualified to
correct "bad bites." The American Dental
Association requires orthodontists to
have at least two years of advanced specialty training in orthodontics in an accredited program after graduation from
college and then dental school.

Out of the
mouths of babes
Dear Editor,
I want to help the Saint Jude people at
the hospital. The reason I want to help
them is because I want them to get better
and to go back home. They are just like
the people on the streets except they are in
the hospital. So please help them so they
can get strong, I don't only Want you to
help them but I want everybody to help
them. To help them you could go to Saint
Jude and help them or you could get the
math-a-than and give money to them.
Your friend.
Jessica Rudolph

uality
Q
Chiropractic Care
For All Ages

SMILE

TINAA. CARTER,D.C.

Michael P. McClain, D.M.D.
Orthodonticsfor Children and Adults
•

invisaligno

Chiropractor
307 North Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071

clear braces certified
orthodontist

(270)753-1361
CI

•Free Consultation/2nd Opinion
Accepts and files most
forms of insurance
•Offices in Murray, KY;
Paris & Dover, TN.
member
American Association of
Call for your free Orthodontists
consultation!
753-WIRE
(9473)
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Quick response
key to surviving
heart attacks
If you are having a heart attack, you'll be
the first to know that something is terribly
wrong. If you're smart, you'll spread the
bad news fast.
A heart attack happens when the blood
supply to the heart is suddenly blocked or
interrupted. The most common cause is a
blood clot former in arteries narrowed by
coronary disease. "The heart muscle begins
to die. Death and disability can follow,
depending on how bad the damage is," says
"Dr. J. Kenneth Ford of the Heart Group of
Paducah.
Drugs that dissolve the clots and restore
the blood flow must be used within a few
hours of the first symptoms of a heart
attack,. The sooner they are used, the more
effective they will be.
Are you at risk?
While heart disease has long been considered a "man's disease" its the leading
cause of death among American Women.
Consider these facts:
•In 1996, almost twice as many women
died from heart disease as from all cancers
combined.
•Orie in every 10 women can expect to
develop heart disease before age 60.
•If all heart disease was eliminated,
overall life expectancy would rise by almost
10 years.
The older you get, the higher your risk
for heart disease. Researchers believe that
before menopause, the hormone estrogen
protects women against heart disease. After
menopause, however a woman's risk of
developing heart disease rises as estrogen
levels decline. African-American women
and those with a family history of heart disease also are at greater risk. These are risk
factors that you cannot control.
There are other risk factors, however,
that you may be able to change. They
include smoking, high blood pressure or
cholesterol, physical inactivity, excess
weight, and diabetes. Regular checkups are
also vital because many signs of heart disease cannot be seen or checked thoroughly
by a doctor. How about you? When was
your last checkup?
Recognizing Heart Attacks
The following symptoms may mean you
are having a heart attack:
•dull or crushing pain in the center of the
chest which lasts more than 20 minutes;
•pain that radiates into the arms, elbow,
shoulder, back, neck or jaw;
*shortness of breath or difficulty breathing;
•rapid or irregular pulse;
*sweating;

•nausea or vomiting;
•feelings of apprehension;
•loss of consciousness.
Recognizing "Brain Attacks" or Strokes
Many times, strokes occur without any
warning. However some people experience
transient ischemic attacks — warning signs
that a stroke could happen at any time. A

Where does
your heart rate?
Statistically, Kentuckians
have a higher rate of heart
disease than people living in
all but 7 other states.
Fortunately, the statistics are favorable
at Western Baptist

transient ischemic attack (TIA) means that
the blood supply to part of the brain has
been temporarily interrupted. A TIA may
last a few seconds to a few hours. If a TIA
persists longer than 24 hours, a stroke has
occurred Symptoms of both TIAs and
stroke include:

Hospital. We've pioneered every major
heart procedure in

'Paralysis, numbness weakness or loss
of coordination on one side of the body
"Drooping on one side of the face or
mouth
•Blindness or loss of part of the vision in
one eye
'Inability to speak or understand written
or spoken words or difficulty speaking
*Episodes of memory loss
'Loss of consciousness
Symptoms of strokes caused by
aneurysms — a ruptured blood vessel that
causes bleeding within or around the brain
— include a sudden severe or unexplained
headache. These strokes are treated with
immediate surgery to repair the damaged
blood vessel.

western Kentucky
and performed more
than 6,000 open heart
surgeries. We're first in
cardiac catheterization;
first in angioplasty;
first in pacemakers;
and first in high-tech
diagnostics...just to

Wills may
offer peace
of mind
Choices about health care are never easy.
but most people would like to spare their
loved ones from making heart-wrenching
decisions, should they become ill or inca
pacitated. The U.S. Living Will Registry i.
a free service that does just that.
The service provides:
• Peace of mind, knowing that your
choices are secure and will be available tri
your family and doctors even if you become
ill away from.home.
• The serenity of knowing that you will
be able to "speak" to your family and doctors through your advance directive about
your personal philosophy and help them
make the decisions you want without feel
ing guilt or remorse.
For more information about this free
.service,: call toll free:(.8p)).1,1Y-WAL.L or
visit www.uslivingwillregistry.com.

name a few. Heart
disease is preventable;
and its effects reversible. Help us help you. For more information
on how to take better care of your heart, call
our 24-hour Baptist Health Line at (270)
575-2918 and speak to an on-staff nurse.
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Symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome
eased by exercise routine, healthy diet
your body may not respond inunediately to
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), often changes in your daily habits. Instead, look
called spastic colon. is a common problem for signs of gradual improvements. Here are
that affesis ten to 15 out of every 1(X) adults some tips:
in the United States, most commonly
• Eat low-fat foods
women. The condition also is one of the
• Experiment with fiber
leading Causes of lost work and school time.
• Drink plenty of liquids
Because there isn't a cure for IBS. the
• Avoid problem foods
focus of treatment is on managing your
• Eat at regular times
symptoms so that you can participate in
• Include exercise in your day
normal activities and fully enjoy life.
The book also recommends that people
According to the new book "Mayo Clinic
with IBS practice relaxation. There are
on Digestive Health," key signs and sympmany methods of relaxation. Deep breathtoms of IBS are abdominal pain or discoming and progressive muscle relaxation are
fort bloating or gas. diarrhea, constipation
two examples. Some people relax while lisand mucus in stool. Treatment often
tening to or performing music, or surroundinvolves identifying factors that trigger
ing themselves with soothing aromas (aroyour symptoms and developing strategies to
matherapy). Others benefit from massage,
minimize your symptoms.
yoga or meditation. Studies show hypnosis
may reduce abdominal pain and bloating.
A healthy diet and regular exercise are
Counseling may be an important part of
good starting points. They can keep your
treatment if your condition is related to
digestive system functioning smoothly.
stress or anxiety. A psychiatrist or psycholreducing IBS symptoms. Keep in mind that
ogist can help you reduce stress and anxiety
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by looking at your responses to life events,
and then modify ing those responses. You
learn to identity stressful situations that
cause your bowel reactions, :ind to de'% clop:
strategies for dealing w ith them.
Nonprescription medications can help
relieve your discominrt while you're taking
steps to change your lifestyle. For example.
daily use of natural fiber supplements can
help restore normal bowel movements.
If you need more help than lifesty le
changes or over-the-counter medications
can offer. your doctor may recommend a
prescription medication, smooth-muscle
relaxants or antidepressants.
For more information about irritable
bowel syndrome and other digestive problems, read "Mayo Clinic on Digestive
Health." The book provides reliable, e;is to-understand information on a variety of
digestive symptoms, including heartburn.
abdominal pain. constipation and diarrhea,
and common conditions that are often
responsible.

Out of the
mouths of
babes
Dear Editor.
Hello' My name is Katrina Olson and
I'm writing to you. because I want ex cry one to not drink beer or smoke N htle they
are driving.
It can hurt your brain. It is not smart to
smoke or drink beer. It is not good for
your health.'
Please help me stop e% eryone from
drinking beer and smoking w lute they are
dri v ing.
Sincerely.
Katrina Olson
* **

Massage therapy provides healing touch
By Margaret Johnson RN. B.S.N. &

Years ago in the hospital setting back
massages was a big part of nursing. There
was so muctrcare, so much touch, so much
goodness conveyed through massage. Now
nurses for the most part are as busy as
physicians are. Often there is no room for
massage anymore. Every once in a while
you see hospitals that are truly dedicated to
having massage therapy department. I
strongly believe massage therapy is
absolutely a key in the healing process.

Everybody needs to be touched, starting
with newborn babies. The need for massage
certainly continues throughout life. In our
culture today most of us are overdosing on
stress. Massage today is becoming more
popular. as well as the demand for massage
therapist is on the rise.
People are becoming more aware of their
boilies in relation to stress, work and sickness. Bodywork is not only a relief to our
physical efforts or to injury and pain caused
by accident or stress, it's also a balancing
influence for the body. mind and soul.
Massage is in actuality therapeutic, and not
sexual in my practice. Benefits of massage

are: improves circulation, aids in removal
of metabolic waste, helps nourish tissues.
releases painful muscle tension, and
reduces in mental & physical fatigue.
Massage therapy is also beneficial to
those who have undergone traumatic events
such as sexual abuse and rape by teaching
them safe and affective ways of self soothing and stress management by addressing
the fear and mistrust that has been encoded
into their bodies. The mind-body-soul is
inseperable & complementary parts of
human existence. I feel that it is impossible
to fully evaluate disease of sickness without
looking at all the aspects of an individuals

life, not only the physical. but the emotional and spiritual as well. We are learning that
healing takes place at all levels
The power of the mind & strength of our
emotions are equal partners with our physical bodies. If you push your mind-bodysoul over time. it is inevitable that sickness
or disease will develop. There is great wisdom in tuning into your needs - physical.
emotional & spiritual by attending to those
needs. Life gives us many tools for health &
sense of well being and with massage therapy playing a vital role to living a healthy
life.

alassage Therapy, `Facial Spa Treatment, Toot Spa Treatment,
cAromatheran Wilt Stone Therapy, J-fot Steam Canopy,
Tara Tango Body Wraps, Ear Candling
gift Certificates Available
11n

4octr 00
*OW

EE
Margaret Johnson
R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T

'What are you waiting for? Tamper yourself or someone else. Call today for a pro13.S.N, C.M.T.
fessional eg- therapeutic massage by Margaret Yolinson,
eAt

NEFIDLINES
1304-T Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Ctr.• Murray, KY • 270-753-0882
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Out of the mouths of babes
Dear Editor,
I want people to stop doing drugs.
Why? Because if people do drugs they
will end up in the hospital. Could you
help me by not doing drugs? If you could
I would really appreciate it! If people
don't do drugs they will have energy.
Also if people don't do drugs they will
have a better chance of not getting heart
cancer! Hope you are free of drugs!
Sincerely.
Meg O'Brien
**

Dear Editor.
I think that there should be no morc
drinking and driving. If kids were in the
cars and they had a wreck, the kids could
get killed and so could the driver. They
won't mess up people yards. They won't
tare up their cars, so cars don't start. If
you have a wreck you could get killed.
and never be with your family. No more
drinking and driving.
Your friend.
Hannah Mcallister
***

Dear Editor.
Hi! My name is Will Hudson. I think
people should not smoke, because it turns
people's lungs black. If people smoke.
they might die. If people smoke when
they are 15, they might die at age 21. Another reason is that people suffer after a
while. because they keep coughing and
soon they might start throwing up. I think
people should do this.
Sincerely.
Will Hudson
*

Dear Editor,
Hi! My name is Audrey Casey. I'm a
3rd grader at Murray Elementary. I think
people shouldn't take drugs. Drugs may
kill you. Some drugs may kill you the first
time you take them. You will live longer
if you don't take drugs. You will be able
to do things better if you don't take drugs.
They are bad for your heart too. Thank
you for taking your time to read my letter.
Sincerely,
Audrey Casey

Dear Editor.
Hi! I am Justin Blodgett. I am writing
to you because I think people should exercise more. It is very good for your body.
It helps your bones get stronger and it
makes you live longer. If you exercise
more you will not get as tired and you
will have more time to do things. Please
exercise for your own sake!
Your friend,
Justin Blodgett

Dear Editor,
I want people to wear their seat belts,
because if they crash they won't huh your
self so much. People's heads won't go
back and forth. People won't hit their
heads on the car and that's why people
should wear their seat belts. Please help
me encourage people to wear their seat
belts.
Sincerely,
Hunter Houck
*5*

•4,

Family history helpful in identifying
certain hereditary illnesses, diseases
When it conies to family health problems, the apple may not fall far from the
tree. A health history tree can be a useful
tool to help you identify certain diseases
and conditions that may run in your family.
To help women join with family members in learning more about their family's
medical history. Pfizer Women's Health has
launched GenerationalHealth.com a family
health tree. At this site, you can record the
medical health data of two generations of
relatives.
Once a family's medical history information is entered, the family health tree
automatically highlights recurring medical
conditions. The personalized health tree can
then he printed to he shared with family
members, if you wish, and discussed with a
healthcare professional
"This type of health information can be
critical in identifying certain diseases and
conditions that may run in the family." said

EXPERIENCE THE
MANY MOODS...
*Myatt Morgan Hand Cream
*Aromatherapy Candles
*Spiritual Self Empowering Books
*One Minute Manicure

Raye Lynn Alford, Ph.D., a genetic scientist
at Baylor College of Medicine. "A family
health tree can be an invaluable tool for
recording family health history. This computerized version simplifies the process of
recording and updating health information"
The site also provides information on
various conditions and diseases that may be
hereditary. as well as the role that heredity
may play in their development. These conditions include Alzheimer's disease, breast
cancer, high blood pressure, high cholesterol depression. and diabetes. The site also
features suggestions on what can be done to
focus on prevention, including potential
risk factors, early detection, and management of these conditions.
GenerationalHealth corn offers a list of
resources as well as links to Web sites of
health organizations, such as the American
Cancer Society. Breast Cancer Resource
Center. the Alzheimer's Association, the

American Psychiatric Association, and others.
"GenerationalHealth.com allows the visitor to easily create a health history that can
help families record and identify certain
conditions and diseases that have affected
them," stated Ruth Merkatz, RN., Ph.D..
Director of Pfizer Women's Health. "By
hejping us to learn more about our family's
health, GenerationalHealth.com
may
increase interest in adopting healthy behaviors, identifying the early symptoms of certain hereditary diseases, and seeking treatment when necessary."
Some diseases with a genetic component, such as diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases, may pose serious health risks to
women. Through its support of research,
advocacy, and education. Pfizer Women's
Health strives to provide health information
and valuable tools to help women around
the world live healthier lives.

'Murray 'Vision Center
CoNTiNuiNG A 85-YEAR TRADITION OF QUALITY EYE CARE
*Through Eye Examination
•Diagnosis and Treatment of Eye
Infections and Diseases
•Specialty Contact Lens Fittings
•Low Vision Examinations
•Large Frame Selection
'Office Hours 6 Days a Week

New Spring Arrivals
In Breathtaking Colors!

For An Appointment Call

David Jaco, O.D.
f'tri

"thr sometioot: tor I:vervoor
305 South 12th• Murray, KY •753-7441
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(270)753-2842
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.nt.-5 p.m.ISal. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
106 N. Sixth Street • Murray, KY 42071
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DON'T LET AN INJURY SIDELINE YOU
Seasoned veterans of the game,Tommy West, PT of Purchase Area Physical Therapy and
Richard Blalock, MD team up with their 35 years of specialized experience in the treatment of
sports injuries to present "Winning Traditions Sports Medicine'".

"Winning Traditions Sports MediciiieTM" works with collegiate, high school and middle school
athletes to ensure peak performance. Tommy West, PT former therapy provider to the
University of Kentucky, and Richard Blalock, MD,team physician for Murray State University,
offer evaluations, referrals, and diagnostic testing with the goal of getting athletes back in the game.
We are open 8:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and offer special appointments for
injured athletes by calling (270) 759-9500 or (270) 759-9922.
Back by popular demand! Saturday Sports Medicine Clinics will again be held mid August to
mid November.

I

tt

Purchase Area Physical Therapy

Tommy West, PT, FCECE, CEES
Purchase Area Physical Therapy
208 South 6th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-9500

Richard Blalock, MD
300 South 8th Street
Suite 201 E
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-9922

When getting back in the game quickly counts. There's no substitutefor experience... Count

us!
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Time together key
to curbing drug
use among kids
INAPSAi-Picture the scene: y ou Like
your daughter to the mall and she doesn't want to walk too close to you. or you
drop off your son at practice and he
leaps out of the car practically before it's
come to a stop.
You love your kids and want what's
hest for them. but sometimes it can he
hard to demonstrate how much you love
them, particularly as they grow up and
become more independent.
Research shows that one of the hest
ways you can help your kids avoid drug
use is by spending time with them. Here
are some helpful suggestions for knowing what's going on in your child's
world when they seem to close every
door to you:
Be a good role model for your kids.
There is no such thing as "do as I say not
as I do- when raising children. If you
take drugs or abuse alcohol, your children are observing and learning from
your behavior. On the other hand, if you
are a living, day-to-day example of your
value system. your children will learn
and . emulate the compassion. honesty.
generosity and openness that you want
your children to have.
Be involved in your children's lives.
According to behavioral scientist. Tony
Biglan. Ph.D.. there are simple ways to

our child's lite:
)Create "together time."-Start a tradition Or fun. wk..ekl‘ routine to do something with your child, such as going out
for ice cream.
2) Eat meals together as often as possible.-Mealtime is a great opportunity to
talk about the day's events. unwind. and
reinforce a family bond.• Studies show
that kids whose families eat together at
least five times a week are less likely to
be involved with drugs and alcohol.
3) Try to be home after school. The
"danger zone" for drug use and other
risky behavior is between 4 and 6 p.m. If
you can, arrange to have flextime if it's
available at your workplace. When your
child will be with friends, make sure
there is adult supervision.
If you would like more tips on communication and parenting, visit
www.theantidrug.com. a web site
designed to help parents learn how to
talk to their children about staying
clean, safe, and drug-free. which is part
of the White House Office of National
Drug Control Policy's. National Youth
Anti-Drug Media Compaign offers a
brochure called "Parenting Skills: 21
Tips and Ideas to Help You Make a
Difference." that can also be ordered by
phone at 800-788-28(X).
1)L. pail 01
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Preplanning eases burden
for those who are left behind
What is the definition of the phrase,
"Peace of Mind"? Webster's definition of
these three words is. Peace - A state of mental or physical quiet or tranquility; calm. A
state or condition of order and harmony. Of
- Belonging to: Directed toward. Mind Way or state of thinking or feeling.
Intellectual power or capacity. Sound. mental condition.
If you study these three definitions, you
will find similarities; tranquil. belonging to.
intellectual power sound mental condition;
leaving me to interpret "Peace of Mind is a
state where sound mental intellect coupled
with directed decisions result in'order and
tranquil harmony in one's self. This same

process
used each time a person or persons begin to put their final requests in
order. They provide themselves the opportunity to investigate all the possibilities;
funeral arrangements, burial location,
memorial purchase. and many more. After
thorough review a decision is reached. In
my case a monument is selected based on
site, shape, color, design and style of lettering. These choices have resulted in the customer's "Peace of Mind". They know they
have chosen a stone of their satisfaction,
most of all, they have removed this burden
from their children at the time of their passing.

The lowdown on
healthy dental
hygiene
•More than half the U.S. adult population has reversible gum disease known as
gingivitis or periodontitis. This means
more than just had breath, because research suggests that gum disease may increase the risk of heart problems like arterial clots.

• A serious dental infection increases
the risk of stroke by 2.5 times. (Source:
American Heart Association)
• Pregnant women with gum disease
arc three times more likely to give birth
to premature. low birth-weight babies.
(Source: USA Today)

Classic symptoms of a heart attack
• Uncomfortable pressure,
fullness or squeesing pain in
the center of the chest that
lasts more than a few minutes.

• Pain spreading to the shoulders arms or neck.
'Chest discomfort along with
lightheadedness, fainting,
sweating, nausea or short-

ness of breath.
'Abnormal chest, stomach or
abdominal pain.
•Unexplained anxiety, weakness or fatigue.

•Unexplained heartburn, nausea or dizziness.
•Palpitations, cold sweat,
paleness.

Seek medical attention immediately if you experience any of these symptoms.

Peace of Mimi

Family Eyeeare Featuring:
•Glaucoma & Cataract Evaluation
•Diagnosis & Treatment of Eye Infections
& Disease
•All Types of Contact Lenses
•Fashion Eyewear
•Lasik Refractive Surgery Consultation
& Co-Management
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
James w ('ourt,/,‘ I)

COURTNEY VISION CENTER
120S Johnson Blvd. • 759-1429
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• Caring Staff • Locally owned since 1944
• Comparable pricing • Experience in individual
design to meet customer satisfaction. We offer the best in
personal memorials. Shop with our full service staff
Evening and weekend
appointments welcomed.

I

1707 West Main (94W)• Murray, KY
270-753-1962 • FAX 270-753-1962
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New habits key to successful dieting
Advertisements for dieting are everywhere - on the radio, on television even on
flyers attached to electrical poles in the
neighborhood. Quick weight loss is the
desire of many women across the country.
and teenagers are no exception. Influenced
by fashion trends and Hollywood's new "it"
list, many teen girls can become insecure
about the appearance, particularly if they
don't look like the models in the latest style
magazines.
Dieting is a technique that should not be
taken lightly. There are certain precautions
to heed when embarking on a diet.
Remember, there are no miracle solutions,
although many programs will claim that
theirs is the next big breakthrough.
Common sense and moderation are what
make a diet successful. In addition to consulting your physician before beginning any
program, follow these tips, courtesy of"Dr.
Miriam Stoppard: Every Girl's Life Guide"
(DK), by Dr. Miriam Stoppard.
When you are on a diet you naturally pay
a lot of attention to your food intake, but
your energy expenditure is also crucial you should aim to keep it up. There are cer-

tain influences that can affect the balance of
energy in the body. One of these is your
basal metabolic rate (BMR), the measurement of the amount of food energy your
body uses to fuel all the functions essential
for life. It accounts for about two-thirds of
the body's energy needs and is linked to
how much muscle you have.
When planning to lose weight, most girls
opt for cutting down what they eat, but it's
more beneficial to increase your amount of
exercise, because this can have beneficial.
long-term results.
EXERCISE TO LOSE WEIGHT
Exercise affects the energy equation in
the body by altering the BMR. If you exercise three to four times a week for 30 minutes or longer, over a period of months muscles become stronger and body fat is burned
off. Exercising muscle has about twice the
BMR of fat and resting muscle, so the body
adapts and prepares for the increased work
done by the heart, lungs and muscles by
working, or metabolizing fuel, at a slightly
higher rate. As a result, you end up using
more energy even on the days when you
don't exercise.

GET REALISTIC
Many girls embarking on a program
have quite unrealistic expectations of how
much weight they are likely to lose and how
quickly they will see results. They get
depressed about dieting and soon give up. It
is essential to understand what losing
weight is all about before you start on a diet.
Naturally, your weight loss depends on how
many calories you go without. If your average calorie needs are 2.000 per day. even a
fairly generous diet of 1.500 calories creates and energy deficit of 500 calories per
day, or 3,500 per week. That's the equivalent in energy terms of I pound of body fat.
CRASH DIETS
Crash dieting is a very dangerous way of
losing weight in the long run because
although the amount of weight you lose
right away is likely to be impressive, and
may be as much as 10 pounds the first
week, less than half of that will be fat which is what you're aiming to lose. In
actuality, you are experiencing water loss,
and cutting down food dramatically can
lead to low-grade starvation. Essentially.

what you'll be doing is putting your body in
a state of hibernation. It will turn down the
fuel burners to conserve energy and you'll
find it impossible to lose weight.
SIMPLE DIETING POINTERS
*Don't eat a large meal in the evening
when you'll have little opportunity for exercise: At this time, your body is actually
slowing down in preparation for sleep.
*Eat a hearty breakfast, a substantial
lunch, and then a light supper.
*Eat slowly and chew the food thoroughly. It takes about 15-20 minutes tot
your brain to realize that you've eaten. By
eating slower, you can become more aware
of your portion size.
*Don't eat while you're doing anything
else, like reading or watching television.
You'll be distracted and may eat more.
*Put your food on smaller plates - less
will seem more.
*Stop frying altogether - broiling is more
healthful and can be just as tasty.
*Drink skim or low-fat milk. Be aware
that the cream in whole milk contains too
many calories. All the nutrients are in
what's left.

*Weavenly
cBaskets
Take a break with a custom gift basket
from our heavenly collection of bath
accessories, aromatherapy candles and lotions
Specializing in custom baskets
& balloons for all occasions
•Birthdays • Babies • Weddings • Housewarmings
•Get Well *Holidays .Specialty Foods

You DREAM IT, WE THEME IT.
615-A Southside Shopping Center

759-2333
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Relief for allergy sufferers
(NAPSA)-Here's news that may help
you breathe a little easier New bedding
products can help keep a common allergy and asthma trigger from coming
between you and a good night's sleep.
"Studies show that 85 percent of allergy and asthma sufferers are allergic to
house dust mites," said Gerald
Vanderpool. M.D., past president of the
American Association of Certified
Allergists. "Continual exposure to the
house dust mite allergen while sleeping
significantly increases the severity of
allergic reactions for most allergy and
asthma sufferers."
House dust mites feed on dead human
skin, which we constantly shed-on
clothes, on the couch, and in the greatest
amounts, in our beds, where we sleep
with up to three million dust mites every
night. As a result, allergy sufferers often
wake up with scratchy eyes, continuous
sneezing and a runny nose

"The best way to combat the house
dust mite allergen is to create a barrier
between you and the dust mite with an
allergen barrier bedding encasing." said
Gavin McLachlan, director of allergydirect.com, a company that markets a full
line of allergy relief products over the
Internet.
Allergen barrier encasings are placed
directly on your boxspring, mattress,
pillows and comforter, and regular bedding is then applied over the allergy barriers."
Allergydirect.com's eVENT Allergon
Barrier bedding encasings are made
from a material called expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) to form a
lightweight, breathable membrane that
the dust mite cannot penetrate.
At the microscopic level, the level on
which the dust mite lives, ePFTE membrane has the appearance of a filter constructed from billions of crisscrossing
fiber strings These strings form a three

dimensional barrier blocking 99.997
percent of all house dust mite allergens,
yet the encasings remain extremely
"breathable," allowing perspiration and
heat to escape through the fabric to give
allergy sufferers a cool, comfortable
night's sleep.
"Along with allergy barrier bedding
encasings, allergy and asthma sufferers
can take additional steps to avoid exposure to house dust mites," said Dr.
Vanderpool. "These include washing all
bedding weekly in hot water, choosing
wood or tile floors or very low pile carpet, replacing cloth curtains with miniblinds, vacuuming and dusting with a
moist cloth each week, organizing and
rotating clothes in your closet and dresser by season, and storing out-of-season
clothes in plastic tubs."
House dust mites affect 85 percent of
all allergy sufferers.

Gems of
wisdom for
the Spirit
•••
To be nobody but yourself-in a world
which is doing its best, night and day to
make you everybody else-means to fight
the hardest battle which any human
being can fight and never stop fighting.
-e.e.cummings
*of*

*4.*

The difference between the almostright word and the right word is really a
large matter-it's the difference between
the lightning bug and the lightning.
-Mark Twain
***

T'ai Chi offers mind/body workout
Ancient exercise aims to increase flow of body's positive energy
Tai Chi Ch'uan has been called "a
2.000 year old prescription for'the future!" It has roots in ancient Chinese culture and aims to establish a smooth flow
of life energy throughout the body on a
daily basis to dissolve blocks, or potential
stress damage. before it becomes a physical problem. Practitioners also often report increased creativity, due to the cultivation of an "alpha" or alert yet relaxed
state ()I' mind.
In the last few years in the US. T'ai
Chi has grown in popularity, especially
among seniors due to published studies
showing that seniors practicing T'ai Chi
reduced their risk of falling by an astonishing 48 percent. In reality, T'ai Chi is
an excellent exercise for all ages as it is a

mind/body workout intended to stretch
and tone the whole body instead of isolated parts through a series of progressive
choreomphed movements coordinated
with breathing. Tai Chi teaches us to
look within ourselves and to understand
organic processes of change. It serves as
a stabilizing. centering influence, enabling us to cope more effectively with external change.
As a therapy, T'ai Chi has been recommended from as diverse support
groups as those for multiple sclerosis. fibromyalgia. Parkinson's disease, lupus,
migraines, chronic pain and AIDS. There
is also ample evidence indicating that
T'ai Chi may provide highly effective adjunct therapy for a host of other health
conditions.

The Tai Chi Association of Murray
consists of a loosely organized group of
practitioners and teachers. Currently there
are 7 weekly classes offered at Murray
State, the Wellness Center, and St. John's
Episcopal Church. Teachers are Lea Gentile, Valerie Hancock and Kathy Mowery.
Local practitioners arc affiliated with the
Society for Research and Application of
Nanlaoshu in New York City. The Chinese word "Nanlaoshu" means "easy to
stay young". There are three aspects of
Nanlaoshu teachings, Yi Jin _ling foundation exercises, standing meditation, and
the Tai Chi Chuan form.
On April 7 at 10 am local time worldwide in over 80 countries the third annual
World T'ai Chi and Qigong Day will be
celebrated. In this first year of the new

millennium the observance coincides exactly with the United Nations World
Health Day. The primary purpose for this
special day is to educate the world to the
profound benefits that T'ai Chi can offer
to personal. social and world health. Locally activities will begin at 9:30 am at
the Calloway County Public Library, 710
Main St. in Murray. Beginners can learn
a few introductory moves at 9:30 in order
to participate in the celebration at 10.
Charles Brenner, a master T'ai Chi instructor from New York City will be in
Murray for the occasion. All are invited
to gently and effortlessly breath together
in this T'ai Chi and Qigong world relay
of calm. For more information, call Lea
Gentile at 759-2568.

C
:4°
,.#/'
CHI

cA03?'

rai Chi Chuan is the classic Chinese exercise for health, self-defense and spiritual
growth. Graceful in movement, slow in tempo, relaxed and fluid in beautiful,
et natural postures, T'ai Chi is meditation in movement, practiced throughout the
world for its many great health benefits -- improved posture, circulation,
metabolism, neuro-muscular functioning, and accelerated healing of disease.
T'ai Chi is a calming, beautiful exercise for all ages emphasizing breath control,
visual and mental concentration,and slow and balanced movement. The Chinese
say that those who practice T'ai Chi will achieve the pliability of a child, the
vitality of a lumberjack and the wisdom of a sage.
On-gjoin4 classes provided by
TM C1-11 ASSOCIATION OF111012PAY
For more intormalion. call 759-2508.
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Asthma in children rising rapidly
Breathing disorder affects estimated five million youngsters in United States alone
Asthma among children is increasing at
an alarming rate, affecting an estimated five
million youngsters in the
United
States, according to Dr. Philip Landrigan,
Senior Advisor to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). While there are
many possible triggers, many of the culprits
named (pollen, pets, pollution) are not new.
And they do not explain the sharp increase.
-There are important asthma triggers

that are often overlooked, even by health
care providers." says Kathy
Bratby,
M.S.N., R.N., of the State University of
New York,"including many synthetic additives being used in foods, especially those
designed to appeal to children."
Sulfiting agents are known offenders.
The American Lung Association has named
synthetic dyes and benzoate preservatives
as triggers. The U.S. Food and Drug

Administration has acknowledged that yellow dye and monosodium glutamate(MSG)
are also a problem for asthmatics MSG is
often hidden in foods under other names.
Foods are not the only source of these
additives. Synthetic colors, flavors and
sweeteners are used in pediatric medicine.
children's vitamins and many types of dental products. Food additives can be made
from many different chemicals, including

petroleum.
"Because the epidemic of childhood
asthma is found in developed countries, but
not in underprivileged nations. Bratby suggests "Americans need to take a closer look
at the synthetic chemicals now being added
to their foods."
The Feingold Association of the United
States (FAUS). a non-profit parent support
group, provides information on avoiding
additives that can trigger asthma.

New law requires preschool eye exams
Kentucky has become the first state in
the country to require eye examinations for
children prior to entry into preschool,
kindergarten or head start.
House Bill 706 was signed into law by
Governor Paul Patton and went into effect
this past July. The law requires an eye exam
by an Optometrist or Ophthalmologist. A
screening by a child's pediatrician would
not be sufficient.

According to Dr. Kevin Adams, a local
optometrist, vision problems are one of the
major factors limiting childrens' abilities to
learn and succeed, Dr. Adams states "while
eye screenings are helpful they may not
uncover all eye health problems. A child
may see 20/20, but still need glasses to help
relieve eyestrain, aidfocusing and improve
comprehension."

Either

The American Optometric Association
recommends a child's first exam should be
between 6 and 8 months of age. However,
according to the United States Center for
health statistics, only 14 percent of children
below the age of6 have received a comprehensive eye exam. Dr. Adams further states
"it is estimated that 80 percent of learning
during a child's first 12 years is obtained

through vision, that is why an early childhood exam is so important."
Dr. Adams practices at Eyecare
Specialties. located at 308 South 12th
Street, Murray. He is able to provide primary eyecare needs from children to senior
adults. To make an appointment call (270)
759-2500.

way

you look at it,
Introducing

protecting the
health of your eyes
is cool!

MURRAY-CALLO WAY
FUNERAL HOME
of Calloway County
"Fulfilling Your Need With A Personal Touch"
The death ofa loved one often
means confusion, turmoil, and
grief fir you and your family...not the best time to be making important decisions about
funeral arrangements.

Call Today
For Your
Eye Health Exam!
Dr. Kevin M. Adams

EYECARE
SPECIALTIES

Dwane Jones, Tyler Bohannon,
Tim Young and Johnny Bohannon

308 S. 12th St. • 759-250()
I

Helping families in times of
bereavement is our main goal.
We see to all details and provide support and assistance to
help you through this difficult
period.

1804 ST. RT. HWY. 121 NORTH • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
270-753-8888
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Murray's Curves for Women fast, effective workout
Curves is a women's only facility specializing in the hour and a half workout in
only 30 minutes. The program consists of
circuit training: stations that you work
through continuously without a rest break
so that you obtain an aerobic workout as
you do your strength training.
This is possible using our unique circuit
training system, Quickfit.
Quickfit uses breakthrough technology
called hydraulic resistance. Fluid is forced
through a restricted cylinder to provide this
resistance.
Quickfit resistance, like aquatics,
becomes a function of speed. The stronger
you are, the more resistance you create.
Everyone, no matter the fitness level, from
age 9 to 109 is accommodated. That is how
safe Quickfit is to use.
Quickfit alternates between an upper
body strength station, an aerobic recovery
station,and a lower body strength station, in
35 second intervals. This state of the art system of exercise allows you to accomplish
both cardiovascular conditioning and
strength training.
Strength training is the secret to permanent results. Research has shown that if you
are strength training while losing weight,
your body will first use it's stored fat for
energy. Muscles are the engines of our bodies that most require fuel. A pound of muscle burns up to 50 calories per day at rest.

Quickfit actually raises metabolism during
a weight lose program by increasing muscle
mass. If you gain five pounds of muscle,
you've raised your metabolism 250 calories
a day!
Raising metabolism is critical to permanent results. Strength training has long been
the missing link in women's fitness.
Quickfit is strength training women will do.
Research has found that strength training
can make weight loss 300 percent faster. An
increase in muscle tissue will burn more
calories even while sleeping!
Today, everyone is very busy. We, at
Curves respect and admire that you are taking time from your busy schedule to
acknowledge the importance of your health
and well-being. Quickfit was designed for
you in mind, providing the cardiovascular
and strength training workouts simultaneously, using double positive resistance stations. This unique concept reduces your
workout time to only 30 minutes. Quickfit
allows opposing muscle groups to .work
symmetrically thereby removing most muscle soreness and chances of injury.
Quickfit sports one final aspect critical
to your success. Unlike most equipment
which is designed for men. Quickfit is made
to fit a woman's body.
Our members find they are able to
accomplish their weight loss goals more
effectively in our women only environment.

LOOK FAMILIAR?
We All Have
Good Intentions...

Leave The Exercise To Us!
Curves® unique exercise program Quickfit, allows you to perfortv
cardiovascular exercise and strength training at the same time.
Quickfit...only takes 30 minutes •itsfun • It's userfriendly
•Is designed for women • Mims bodyfat• Begins when you show to,

Curve
for women

d pr.,vram

NEW
LOCATION

333 WEST DRIVE - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HOUSECALLS AVAILABLE

"30 minute fitness & weight loss centers"

,& „„„

RELRX
RELIEVE PAIN
ENJOY

MRSSRGE TO YOU

S;

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

Curves for Women of Murray offers a fast, effective workout routine
that allows women to exercise at their convenience.

759-3400

753-3801
DAVE ESTES, LMT
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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Fruits and veggies
secret to good health

Tung Dinh. local martial arts instructor, assists a student during one
of several classes offered at Murray's Martial Arts America.

thc
Why waste another winter running
to mist here. when sou could he II MIIT OM al),. get
tmg in shape and ha % mg tun while ,4111.re !cam
Inr to defend youisell'
Our Cardio Kit khosing program takes the
music. excitement and end g i if aerobics
hut adds 1111p141.1111 self Alefen•C tech
tabbing. kick trig. punching
S
burn
and hlikking. You learn while
at rittO calories per hour' tAccitrdmg ii
Muscle and fatness Ntagaine sr ill,
IMO] :WI Obit: kit khoik mg as the number one calorie burning workout!)
I here's no pas sical contact. no tin t
forms I iiu %Near )our regular workout
clothes r and hest of all you'll love it'
Classes are forming now. call today!

lour 1110111 told you mans times in sour
south: "Eat your fruits and segetahles,
they're good for you." Now scientific studies show she was right.
New research Indicates that about onethird ot the cancer deaths in the l'inted
States might he as tutted if indis'duals practiced better dietars habits. I•txxi preparatton
methods, as well as portions sties. food
arlel.1, and calories are all lat:tors that can
affect cancer risk.
To help axoal certain is lies of cancer.
especialls those instils mg the gastrontiestmal and respirattirs ft acts i, midis 'duals
sers iirt
.ire encouraged WI eat Ilse 111
Hirer !nods
11 fruits and segelahles dads
from plant sources. like breads. t:ereals and
grants also ale suggested.
Lcincern mans families tri midis idu
(
als has e Is Ihos to store an adequate sarietx
and suppls of fruits and segetahles.
eitahlx them to eat the Fel'uniniended sers
mg. dints' One solution to tins problem is
"Gteen's Estra Lite.- a small round disk
'that goes in each reltigerator 4...rusper and
doubles the life of the hints and segetahles
stored inside.
How does it work .! Think rut the Cr
drawer as the stomach of the !refrigerator
mside
When s:mous kinds of pr 'duce
the crisper. a natural gas I eths letter ins en

off his the fruits and segetahles. becomes
trapped and accelerates ripening. It the produce is not eaten right ass as. it can spoil.
Ric product uses a pottluce industry trade
secret to combat this problem. The actise
'ingredient r ptklas.ntni permanganate on
let iii te grail ilesi osidi/es the ohs lene gas
and turns it into harmless water savor and
carhtin dioxide. Lettuce and peppers will
2 weeks instead of one.. green grapes
last
still keep tot a month instead of ten to I 2
nal it ins% itle ale nos% clip )%111.,'
(
the harsest 01 home gaidens. pm.'lasing
!testi Innis and segetahles at the fat nei
mai tel it! in the local 1.2locer‘ prodth
(1,1%11 1 1111ml Cacen's Estra lite Call help
storing mote fresh produ1/4.e.
theIll
incluthng the Rag& greens that make th:.
perICCI dinner tit part
and st ill
Ii disk sells tot onl%
last in the tell igerator tor three months. sits
!Induce that
week in
mg .tt least
‘kolli end tip in Ihe hash can Shoppers will
now be able to 'immix,: their diet ot flesh
v, 101c polonlialk
.014.1
tilsf
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1111110)5 lug their kihith:e• .112,u0s1

tireen's Extra Lite is found iti mans grit
cerv sit ire. pit duce departments. It is also
w clenill•'sating
a\ ailable
t,‘ callne, I Mixt 192-x762
greenhd.coni
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TRY ALL OF OUR SERVICES!
yi PACKAGES

FACIALS:

Illeasures*$45.(10

Express
Basic
Sia‘yeed
Essential Layer
Firmative Action

$15.00
$25.00
$40.00
$50.00
$60.00
Cosmetics Application $10.00

itmcnt for Hunek
Mi/ Mott Afassrige, Expet-Ns Fat HI/

Mom's Morning Getaway'
Ar,,rmt

Half-Hour
One Hour
One & One Half

$85.00

Take 'Me .\‘‘'ity*

MASSAGE THERAPY:

$60.00

Ilea, How
tril, Alaniciire

a' iii

$30.00
$45.00

Parailan ',raiment for Fro

NAIL CARE:

(:reat Escape*

$100.04)

(Int Hour , 6‘120 196,
Pelltittre

$15.00
$65.00 Manicure
'I'lic Ilidt.aways S125,0()
$55.00 Pedicure
$25.00
Ir
Chair Massage per min $1.00 Deluxe Manicure $20.00
$30.00 Deluxe Pedicure
Reflexology
SI 70.,04)
$30.00 Smooth Di•lights•
Deluxe Reflexology $40.00 Polish Change
$8.00
$45.00
Lymph Drainage
$230.01)
ritt-t. Bliss*
$45.00
Craniosacral
Gift Certificates
Salt Glou On, Hp,'
$55.00
Pierre et Fleur
tr; 1*. b. • WM/ Laver facto!. Orbit,
Available
hot grunt. rungstaty,

Hours

Aroma Massage

$29.95

Introductory Offer
Includes FREE Gloves!

Vaultrv
••

Deltire Pentium. l'uerseription
'•
hing Much

Tie EssentialDay Spa
An

AV E DA_

Concept Salon

1311 Johngon Blvd.• Murray. KY 42071
12701 767-07641 • Fax: 12701 759-66:17
Tue.,-Thur. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.• Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sat. M
www.theemmentialdaympa.rom
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Aquatics
Aquatics activities are invigorating, fun
and effective muscle strengthening and posture improving exercises that make this the
perfect workout!
• Aqua Aerobics - Low impact. cardiovascular training in the comfort of water.
• Water Aerobics - An upbeat. energetic
class that uses the resistance of water to
tone your muscles.
* Water Abs - Another high-energy class
designed to strengthen and define the
abdominal area.
• Arthritis Aqua Aerobics - Fun. safe,
activity program taught by a certified
instructor for people with arthritis.

NION

TUE

NVI:13

THUR

FRI

8-9 a.m.
Aqua
Aerobics

8-9 a.m.
Aqua
Aerobics

8-9 a.m.
Aqua
Aerobics

8-9 a.m.
Aqua
Aerobics

8-9 a.m.
Aqua
Aerobics

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Aqua
Aerobics

9:30-10-30 a.m.

9:30-10:30 am.
Aqua
Aerobics

9-30.1030 am.
Aqua
Aerobics

9:30-10:30 am.
Aqua
Aerobics

Aqua
Aerobics

SAT

8 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Open Swim

OPEN SWIM (10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
3:30-5:30 p.m. Murray lOuth Swim Team
Lanes available for lap swimming

3:30-5:30 p.m. Murray Yitith Swim Team
Lanes available for lap swimming
2-3 p.m.
Arthritis Foundation
Aquatic Program

2-3 p.m.
Arthritis Foundation
Aquatic Program

6-7 p.m.
Arthritis Foundation
Aquatic Program

6-7 p.m.
Water Aerobics
1:10iNt

6:30-7 p.m.
Water Abs
Volsci

6-7 p.m.
Arthritis Foundation
Aquatic Program

6-7 p.m.
Water Aerobics
Eloisa

7-9 p.m.
Lap Swim
Lifeguard on duty

6:45 - 8:45 p.m.
Family Swim
Lifeguard on duty

7-9 p.m.
Lap Swim
Lifeguard on duty

6:45 - 8:45 p.m.
Family Swim
Lifeguard on duty

6:45 - 8:45 p.m.
Family Swim
Lifeguard on duty

I1 Schedule Some Time
For A Healthier Life.
MtIN

TUE

WED

4-9 p.m
Reservations
Only

THUR

FRI

Group
Exercise

7-7:30 a.m.
Spinning
1in Gum

7:30-8:30 am.
Beginners TA!
CHI Valerie/Gym

7-7:30 a.m.
Spinning
))11 Gyro

8-9 a.m.
Beginners TM
CHI Valerfe/Gym

7-7:30 a.m.
Spinning
/Iiir;wn

f)

9-10 a.m.
Fit For Life
(PrimeLife)
Shelly Gym

9-10 a.m.
Fit For Life
(PrimeLife)
ShellyGym

9-10 a.m.
Fit For Life
(PrimeLife)
Shelly Gym

9-10 am.
Fit For Life
(PrimeLife)
,Shelly Gym

9-10 a.m.
Fit For Life
(PrimeLife)
Shelly Gym

A
SAT

9-10 a.m.
Cardio Kick
Boxing
Troy/Gym

1030-11:30am.
Cardio Kick Boxing
Troy4;ym
• Spinning - An intense indoor bike ride
for a great cardiovascular workout!
• Kickboxing - Basic kicks. punches and
boxing techniques. No experience necessary
• Step It Up! - An upbeat class utilizing a
platform to get the most out of your veorkout
• Tai Chi - Slow and gentle movements that
enhance balance and coordination.
Promotes strength. stamina and flexibility.

3:30-130 p m. Kids Activities. John (Starting point - Multi-purpose Gym)
l‘iOnesdays are swim days F9 Fridays are movie days
4:45-5:45 p m
Step It Up
Elossa/Gym
7-8 p.m.
6-7 p.m.
Cardio Kid( Boxing Cardio Kick Boxing
Troy/Gym
Troy/Gym

4:45-5:45 p.m.
Step It Up
Eloiso/Gam

Reservations
Only

7-8 p.m.
7-8 p.m.
5:30430 p.m.
Cardio Kick Boxing Cardio Kick Boxing Cardio Kick Boxing
Troy/Gym
Troy/Gym
Troy/Gym

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (270) 762-I 348
center of Health and Wellness
Hours of Operation
•

Mon.-Fri.
Saturday
Sunday

Classes FREE to members.
Non-members: $30 / month
(3 times / week )

5 a.m. - 9 p.m.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
I - 5 p.m.

You must sign up for the class
of your choice ahead of time.
Mt.TRRAY-CA1.1174VAY

/Nal'14M1TAI.

